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Preface

Oracle Chart Builder is a high-performance Java package that helps you create 
charts for business graphics and performance applications. You can deploy Chart 
Builder charts in Java applications, Java applets, JavaServer Pages (JSP), servlets, 
and HTML pages. 

This preface contains these topics:

■ Intended Audience

■ Documentation Accessibility

■ Organization

■ Related Documents

■ Conventions

Intended Audience
Oracle Chart Builder Application Developer’s Guide is intended for application 
programmers who need to generate charts to be displayed using Java applets, JSPs, 
Servlets, or in HTML pages. To use this guide effectively, you must have a working 
knowledge of Java and HTML.

Documentation Accessibility
Our goal is to make Oracle products, services, and supporting documentation 
accessible, with good usability, to the disabled community. To that end, our 
documentation includes features that make information available to users of 
assistive technology. This documentation is available in HTML format, and contains 
markup to facilitate access by the disabled community. Standards will continue to 
ix



evolve over time, and Oracle Corporation is actively engaged with other 
market-leading technology vendors to address technical obstacles so that our 
documentation can be accessible to all of our customers. For additional information, 
visit the Oracle Accessibility Program Web site at

 http://www.oracle.com/accessibility/

Accessibility of Code Examples in Documentation JAWS, a Windows screen 
reader, may not always correctly read the code examples in this document. The 
conventions for writing code require that closing braces should appear on an 
otherwise empty line; however, JAWS may not always read a line of text that 
consists solely of a bracket or brace.

Accessibility of Links to External Web Sites in Documentation This 
documentation may contain links to Web sites of other companies or organizations 
that Oracle Corporation does not own or control. Oracle Corporation neither 
evaluates nor makes any representations regarding the accessibility of these Web 
sites. 

Organization
The following table describes the contents of this guide:

Book Element Description

Chapter 1 Introduces Oracle Chart Builder and describes its features.

Chapter 2 Describes how to create basic axis and pie charts using Chart Builder. It 
also describes how to generate images of the charts you create.

Chapter 3 Describes how to customize charts and chart elements.

Chapter 4 Describes advanced topics, such as creating multiple-series charts and 
customizing legends.

Chapter 5 Describes how to create interactive and dynamic charts.

Appendix A Lists the packages provided by Chart Builder and the hierarchy of the 
classes.

Appendix B Describes the error messages you might encounter when you use Oracle 
Chart Builder. 
x



Related Documents
Additional documentation is installed with the software, in the subdirectories of the 
Chartbuilder directory, and is available through the index.html file in the 
top-level chartbuilder directory. This file contains links to other information that is 
installed with the kit:

■ The reference material for the API, available in JavaDoc format

■ This guide, available in PDF format

The guide is available in HTML format, as well as PDF format, on Oracle 
Technical Network (http://technet.oracle.com/index.html)

■ Online tutorials, which describe the basic techniques used to create charts

■ A demo tour, which guides you through the samples on the kit and which 
includes images of the charts that the samples create and links to the code

■ A whitepaper, which describes the features of Chart Builder

■ HTML demos, which show you how to create interactive charts in HTML 
contexts

For more information about Java, see the API documentation (also known as 
JavaDoc) provided by Sun Microsystems at

http://java.sun.com/docs

Conventions
The following conventions are used in this manual:

Convention Meaning

boldface text Boldface type in text indicates a term defined in the text, the 
glossary, or in both locations.

monospace font Monospace type indicates executables, filenames, directory names, 
and sample user-supplied elements.

italic font Italic type indicates user-supplied names.

    .
    .
    .

Vertical ellipsis points in an example mean that information not 
directly related to the example has been omitted.
xi



. . . Horizontal ellipsis points in statements or commands mean that 
parts of the statement or command not directly related to the 
example have been omitted

[ ] Brackets enclose optional clauses from which you can choose one or 
none.

Convention Meaning
xii
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Introducing Oracle Chart Builder

Oracle Chart Builder is a high-performance Java package that helps you create 
charts for business graphics and performance applications. You can deploy Chart 
Builder charts in Java applications, Java applets, JavaServer Pages (JSP), servlets, 
and HTML pages. The speed, automated layout, and image-generation capabilities 
of Chart Builder make it ideal for online applications. 

1.1 What Is Chart Builder?
Chart Builder is a Java class library, conforming to JavaBean conventions, for 
creating static, interactive, and dynamic charts. The interface is uniform, meaning 
that you use the same API, whether you are using Java applications, Java applets, 
JavaServer Pages (JSP), servlets, or HTML pages to build your charts. You can 
quickly create a chart by taking advantage of the default values built into the 
library. You can customize the presentation of your data by using the full set of 
properties and methods. 

Chart Builder makes it easy to:

■ Create many types of charts, including bar charts, line charts, stock charts, and 
pie charts.

■ Create interactive charts using Java applications, Java applets, JSP, servlets, and 
HTML. Interactive charts detect mouse movement over chart elements and 
associate that movement with particular actions. 

■ Create dynamic charts using Java applications, Java applets, JSP, and HTML. 
Dynamic charts can load data that is not defined when the application is 
created, and the charts can update the data as it is refreshed.
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Who Should Use Chart Builder?
■ Automatically label the time and numerical axis, saving tedious editing and 
positioning of the labels. Chart Builder supports locale-specific formats for 
dates and number formats.

■ Generate GIF, JPG, and wireless bitmap (WBMP) images of the charts.

■ Generate client-side and server-side image maps, which let you define links in 
portions of the chart, such as within each pie slice or each bar.

■ Load data from text files or from databases (using JDBC). 

■ Customize the charts, including setting colors, fonts, locales, number formats, 
currency formats, and labels.

Chart Builder is optimized for real-time charting and typically generates a chart in 
less than one second. For example, even on a laptop computer, Chart Builder 
generates charts containing hundreds or thousands of points in less than one 
second.

1.2 Who Should Use Chart Builder?
Chart Builder is ideally suited to many situations: 

■ Financial services, such as stock market charts

■ Market data applications

■ Performance applications

■ Web applications

■ General business applications

1.3 Types of Charts
With Chart Builder, you can create many types of static, interactive, and dynamic 
charts. These charts can take the form of axis charts and pie charts. 

1.3.1 Axis Charts
Axis charts include all charts that contain axes. The data is plotted according to 
where it lies along the edges (axes) of the chart. An axis chart contains a horizontal 
axis and a vertical axis. The horizontal axis is called the X-axis. The vertical axis is 
called the Y-axis. An axis chart can contain two Y-axes. 
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Types of Charts
Chart Builder supports the following types of axis charts:

■ Bar charts

■ Line charts

■ Area charts

■ Stock charts

You can build axis charts that contain multiple series (sets of data), such as clustered 
bar charts or multiple-line area charts, dual axes, mixed frequencies, mixed graph 
types, annotations, and point labels. The rest of this section describes the variations 
in axis charts.

Bar charts compare one or more sets of values by using rectangles whose lengths 
are proportional to the values. Bar charts can be oriented vertically or horizontally. 
You can add point labels (text that labels a particular bar) to bar charts. The 
following table shows a vertical bar chart and a horizontal bar chart with point 
labels:

Vertical Bar Chart Horizontal Bar Chart with Point Labels
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Types of Charts
You can stack or cluster bar charts, either vertically or horizontally, to show 
multiple series in one chart. The following table shows a vertical stacked bar chart 
and a vertical clustered bar chart:

You can add drop shadows or a three dimensional (3-D) effect to all types of bar 
charts, as the following table shows:

Stacked Bar Chart Clustered Bar Chart

Drop Shadows on a Bar Chart 3-D Effect on a Bar Chart
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Types of Charts
Line charts and area charts show changes for a specific set of data. These types of 
charts are often used to show the changes or trends for one or more subjects over a 
period of time. The following table shows a line chart and an area chart:

You can use markers to show each value on a line chart. You can annotate all types 
of axis charts. The following table shows a line chart with markers and an area chart 
with annotations:

Line Chart Area Chart

Line Chart with Markers Annotated Chart
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Types of Charts
Stock charts show values that correspond to the open, high, low, and close values of 
a given time period. Stock charts use one of the following formats: High-Low-Close, 
Open-High-Low-Close, or candlestick, as shown in the following table: 

Multiple-series charts display the values of more than one series of data in any axis 
chart. Stacked and clustered bar charts are shown previously. The following table 
shows line and area charts with multiple series:

High-Low-Close Chart
Open-High-Low-Close 
Chart Candlestick Chart

Multiple-Series Line Chart Multiple-Series Area Chart
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Types of Charts
Mixed graph-type charts let you use different graph types for each series in one 
chart. Mixed-frequency charts show each series with a different timestamp 
frequency. For example, one series can show monthly data and one series can show 
quarterly data. The following table shows a chart with both line and bar graph 
types and a chart with mixed-frequency data:

Dual-axis charts display values along two Y-axes. For example, a chart can show 
values for Goods and Services scaled to one Y-axis and values for Imports scaled to 
a second Y-axis. You can use mixed-frequency data with dual-axis charts. Chart 
Builder handles charts containing positive and negative values. The following table 
shows a dual-axis chart and a chart with both positive and negative values:

Mixed Graph-Types Chart Mixed-Frequency Chart

Dual-Axis Chart Chart with Positive and Negative Values
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Types of Charts
Subcharts stack one chart above another. They are commonly used to display 
volume data below market data, as the following table shows:

For information about building basic axis charts, see Section 2.2.

1.3.2 Pie Charts
A pie chart is a circular graph in which the relative percentages of the values are 
represented by wedges or slices of the pie. For example, you can use a pie chart to 
compare the volume of exports to various countries.

As with axis charts, Chart Builder positions the labels automatically. If a label 
cannot fit within a pie slice, Chart Builder places the label outside of the pie. You 
can label the pie slices with string labels, the values or the percentages. You can 
place the labels in a legend.

Subchart
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Types of Charts
The following table shows a pie chart with labels inside the pie and one with the 
labels in a legend:

You can add a 3-D effect to pie charts, as the following table shows:

For information about building basic pie charts, see Section 2.3.

Pie Chart Pie Chart with External Labels

Pie Chart with 3-D Effects
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Types of Charts
1.3.3 Interactive Charts
An interactive chart is a chart that detects mouse movement over chart elements 
and associates that movement with particular actions, such as highlighting a bar or 
drilling down to another chart. 

Chart Builder supports two types of interactive charts:

■ Image map: For HTML pages that do not rely on running Java in the browser, 
Chart Builder supports interactive charts that use chart image maps. You can 
automatically generate the image maps using Chart Builder. For example, an 
HTML page can display another chart when a user clicks on a slice in a pie 
chart.

■ Event model: For Java applications and Java applets, Chart Builder supports an 
event model that allows your application to detect mouse events over chart 
elements, such as the mouse entry and exit from individual bars. When the 
event occurs, your application can take an action, such as drilling down to 
another chart or highlighting the bar.

For information about building interactive charts, see Section 5.1.

1.3.4 Dynamic Charts
A dynamic chart is a chart that can load data that is not defined when the 
application is created, and the application can update the data as it is refreshed.

Chart Builder provides several methods that you can use in the context of the 
standard Java event model to detect events on series elements in axis charts or slices 
in pie charts. These events include mouse-related events such as entering, exiting, 
dragging, moving, clicking, pressing, and releasing. You use the Java event model to 
detect the event and the Chart Builder methods to detect the series element or pie 
slice in which it occurred. Then, you use Chart Builder methods to dynamically 
load the data into the chart. For example, you can add data incrementally to the 
Y-axis when a user clicks a button in the Java application.

For information about creating dynamic charts, see Section 5.2.
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Building Basic Static Charts

Chart Builder is a Java application programming interface (API) packaged as a 
JavaBean class library. This chapter describes the following:

■ Chart Builder Class Library

■ Building Basic Axis Charts, such as line, bar, area, and stock charts

■ Building Basic Pie Charts

■ Loading Data into Charts

■ Generating Image Files of Charts

2.1 Chart Builder Class Library
The Chart Builder class library contains several packages, each of which contain one 
or more classes:

■ The oracle.charts package contains the Chart class, which is the top-level Chart 
Builder class. This class provides methods for defining titles, subtitles, 
footnotes, and legends, as well as defining the background areas of the chart. 

■ The oracle.charts.legend package contains the Legend class, which provides 
methods to display legends and set their attributes, such as positioning and 
color.

■ The oracle.charts.axischart package contains the AxisChart class, which 
provides methods to create axis charts. 

It also contains the AxisChartInteractive class, which provides methods to 
create interactive axis charts.

■ The oracle.charts.piechart package contains the PieChart class, which provides 
methods to create pie charts. 
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Building Basic Axis Charts
It also contains the PieChartInteractive class, which provides methods to create 
interactive pie charts.

■ The oracle.charts.types package contains descriptor classes, which provide 
descriptors to customize charts. 

For information about the hierarchy of these and other classes, see Appendix A. For 
reference information about each class, see the API documentation.

2.2 Building Basic Axis Charts
An axis chart is a chart in which the data is plotted according to where it lies along 
the edges (axes) of the chart. An axis chart contains a horizontal axis, called the 
X-axis, and a vertical axis, called the Y-axis. An axis chart can have one X-axis and 
one or two Y-axes.

Bar, line, area, and stock charts are types of axis charts. Axis charts can be oriented 
vertically or horizontally. Chart Builder supports many types of vertical axis charts, 
but it supports only bar charts as horizontal axis charts.

The following figure shows the major elements in an axis chart:

To build an axis chart, you use the Chart Builder AxisChart class. To build any axis 
chart, whether it is a line, area, bar, or stock chart, you must take the following basic 
steps: 

1. Create an axis chart object using the AxisChart( ) constructor function:
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Building Basic Axis Charts
AxisChart MyAxisCh = new AxisChart();

The name of axis chart object, MyAxisCh in this example, is used in subsequent 
calls to methods that define the characteristic of the axis chart, such as its size 
and data.

2. Define the size of the axis chart using the setSize( ) method. The following line 
sets the size of the chart area to 240 pixels wide by 180 pixels high: 

MyAxisCh.setSize(240,180);

3. Load data into the axis chart. Use the setXSeries( ) method to load the data for 
the horizontal axis. Use the setYSeries( ) method to load the data for the vertical 
axis.

MyAxisCh.setXSeries(MonthlyTimestamps);
MyAxisCh.setYSeries("Canada", ExportsCA);;

In this example, the X-axis is loaded with an array of timestamps named 
MonthlyTimestamps. The Y-axis is loaded with an array of values named 
ExportsCA. (Canada is the name of the Y-axis series.)

You can use the frequency-based method to load timestamps instead of 
specifying the array of timestamps. For example, to load timestamps for each 
month of the year 2001, use the following code: 

MyAxisCh.setXSeries(Calendar.MONTH,
                   java.sql.Date.valueOf("2001-01-01"),
                   java.sql.Date.valueOf("2001-12-01")
                   1);

Because Chart Builder automatically labels the axes, you can avoid tedious 
editing and positioning of the labels. 

These steps, which are universal for all types of axis charts, create a simple axis 
chart. In addition to these steps, you can use Chart Builder methods and descriptors 
to add information, such as a title and subtitle, to your chart or to customize your 
chart. For information about customizing charts, see Chapter 3.

Note the following points about loading data into axis charts:

■ You can load data by specifying the data directly in the application. However, in 
most cases, you load data from a database, a text file, or an input stream. 

■ You must call the setXSeries( ) method before you call the setYSeries( ) method. 

■ The setXSeries( ) method takes an array of the following types: String or Date 
(java.util.Date, including the subclasses java.sql.Date and java.sql.Timestamp).
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Building Basic Axis Charts
■ Chart Builder labels the X-axis with the data provided in the array passed to the 
setXSeries( ) method. If the array is of type String, Chart Builder labels the 
X-axis with those strings. If the array is of type Date, Chart Builder labels the 
X-axis automatically, using the full date or abbreviations depending on the size 
of the chart. 

Section 2.2.3 and Section 2.2.5 show examples of using arrays of type String. 
The other sections in this chapter show examples of using arrays of type Date or 
Timestamp.

■ The setXSeries( ) method expects arrays of dates to be ascending in value and 
not null.

■ The setYSeries( ) method takes an array of type double, but you can pass data of 
any Java Number type.

■ Chart Builder supports locale-specific formats for dates and numbers.

For more information about loading data into charts, see Section 2.4.

By default, the AxisChart class creates vertical line charts. You can easily change the 
type of a vertical axis chart by using the setSeriesGraphType( ) method. This 
method, which sets the type of graph used for each Y-axis series, uses the following 
format:

axischart_name.setSeriesGraphType(series_name, AxisChart.type)

The following sections describe how to use the Chart Builder API to build different 
types of vertical axis charts and horizontal bar charts.

For information about customizing charts, see Chapter 3.

2.2.1 Building a Line Chart
Line charts are one of the most commonly used types of charts. This section 
describes a Java application that creates the following line chart:
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Building Basic Axis Charts
The following example shows the code that creates this chart:

//Import the Java AWT package.
import java.awt.*;

//Import Oracle Chart Builder packages.                                  [1]
import oracle.charts.*;
import oracle.charts.axischart.*;
import oracle.charts.types.*;

public class linechart1 extends Frame {

    // Chart data, defined inline.                   
    // Monthly timestamps for 2000.                                      [2]
    public final static java.sql.Date MonthlyTimestamps[] =
    {
        java.sql.Date.valueOf("2000-01-01"),
        java.sql.Date.valueOf("2000-02-01"),
        java.sql.Date.valueOf("2000-03-01"),
        java.sql.Date.valueOf("2000-04-01"),
        java.sql.Date.valueOf("2000-05-01"),
        java.sql.Date.valueOf("2000-06-01"),
        java.sql.Date.valueOf("2000-07-01"),
        java.sql.Date.valueOf("2000-08-01"),
        java.sql.Date.valueOf("2000-09-01"),
        java.sql.Date.valueOf("2000-10-01"),
        java.sql.Date.valueOf("2000-11-01"),
        java.sql.Date.valueOf("2000-12-01")
    };
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Building Basic Axis Charts
    // Define the values for the Y-axis--Exports to Canada.              [3]
    public final static double ExportsCA[] =
    {
        13604.5, 14968.7, 17085.7, 14794.0, 15834.0, 16054.0,
        12153.0, 15325.0, 14847.4, 15725.1, 15159.3, 13390.4
    };

    public static void main(String[] argv)
    {
        // Dimensions of chart.
        int Chart_width = 400, Chart_height = 200;

        // Create a new frame and set its size.                          [4]
        Frame f = new Frame();
        f.setSize(Chart_width + 10, Chart_height + 40);

        try {
            // Create a new AxisChart object.                            [5]
            AxisChart MyAxisCh = new AxisChart();

            // Set the size of the chart.
            MyAxisCh.setSize(Chart_width, Chart_height);                 [6]

            // Load the timestamps from the MonthlyTimestamps array.     [7]
            MyAxisCh.setXSeries(MonthlyTimestamps);

            // Load the values for the Y-axis from the ExportsCA array.  [8]
            MyAxisCh.setYSeries("Canada", ExportsCA);

            // Set the chart title.                                      [9]
            MyAxisCh.getTitle().setText("Exports to Canada");

            // Add the chart to the frame.                              [10]
            f.add(MyAxisCh);

        } catch (ChartException e)
            { System.out.println(e.getMessage()); }

        f.show();
    }
}

The numbers in the example correspond to the numbers in the following list, which 
describes the example in detail:
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1. The application imports the Chart Builder packages that you need for your 
chart. This example uses three packages.

2. To make it easier to follow the example, the values for the X-axis are defined 
directly in the code, in the MonthlyTimestamp array. In most cases, you would 
load data from a database, a text file, an input stream, or using the 
frequency-based setXSeries( ) method. The frequency-based setXSeries( ) 
method uses start and end timestamps with an interval. 

3. To make it easier to follow the example, the Y-axis values are defined directly in 
the code. In most cases, you would load the values from a database, a text file, 
or an input stream. 

4. Because this is a Java application, you must create a container, such as a frame 
to display the chart.

5. The AxisChart( ) constructor creates a new axis chart object. In this example, the 
object is named MyAxisCh. 

6. The setSize( ) method specifies the width and height of the chart by referring to 
variables that are initialized earlier in the code.

7. The setXSeries( ) method loads the data for the X-axis. In this example, it loads 
the timestamps from the MonthlyTimestamp array, which was previously 
initialized with data. The setXSeries( ) method accepts an array of type Date or 
String as input. If the array is of type Date, Chart Builder labels the X-axis 
automatically, using the full date or abbreviations depending on the size of the 
chart and the amount of data. Because of the size of the chart specified for this 
example, Chart Builder uses the initial letters of each month.

8. The setYSeries( ) method loads the data for the Y-axis. In this example, it loads 
the values from the ExportsCA array, which was initialized earlier in the code. 
The Y-axis series is named Canada. The setYSeries( ) method accepts an array of 
type double as input.

9. The getTitle( ) method specifies the title of the chart.

10. The java.awt.frame.add( ) method adds the chart to the frame.

When you run the Java application, Chart Builder creates the chart and displays it 
in a frame.
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2.2.2 Building an Area Chart
Building an area chart is similar to building a line chart or any vertical axis chart. To 
specify an area chart, you use the setSeriesGraphType( ) method to set the type of 
graph to AREA for each Y-axis series. 

For example, to change the line chart example in Section 2.2.1 to an area chart, use 
the following code:

MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("Canada", AxisChart.AREA);

The following figure shows the chart in Section 2.2.1 after it is modified to be an 
area chart:

2.2.3 Building a Bar Chart
Building a bar chart is similar to building a line chart or any vertical axis chart. To 
specify a bar chart, you use the setSeriesGraphType( ) method to set the type of 
graph to BAR for each Y-axis series.

For example, to change the line chart example in Section 2.2.1 to a bar chart, use the 
following code:

MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("Canada", AxisChart.BAR);

The following figure shows the chart after it is modified to be a vertical bar chart:
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The previous examples loaded an array of type Dates into the X-axis. You can create 
axis charts that load an array of type String into the X-axis. You can use any type of 
axis chart, although bar charts are often best in conveying the meaning of this type 
of data.

To create a chart that loads an array of type String into the X-axis, you must define 
the array of strings, as shown in the following example:

// Define the array of strings.
public final static String AirportsLabels[] =
                               {"ATL","ORD", "LAX", "LHR","DFW",
                                "HND", "FRA", "CDG", "SFO", "AMS" };
 

Then, you pass the array to the setXSeries( ) method, as shown in the following 
example:

MyAxisCh.setXSeries(AirportsLabels);

The following figure shows the resulting bar chart:
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2.2.4 Building a Stock Chart
Chart Builder supports three types of stock charts:

■ High-Low-Close: The high, low, and close values are displayed for each 
timestamp. A vertical line segment indicates the low and high price; a marker 
connected to the vertical line segment indicates the closing price.

■ Open-High-Low-Close: The open, high, low, and close values are displayed for 
each timestamp. A vertical line segment indicates the low and high price. A 
marker connected to the left side of the vertical line segment indicates the 
opening price; a marker connected to the right side of the vertical line segment 
indicates the closing price.

■ Candlestick: The open, high, low, and close values are displayed for each 
timestamp. The opening and closing prices are represented by a color-coded 
rectangle, known as the body. A white rectangle indicates that the closing price 
was higher than the opening price. A black rectangle indicates that the closing 
price was lower than the opening price. The low and high prices are 
represented by a vertical line segment, known as the shadow.

Building a stock chart is similar to building any vertical axis chart. The primary 
difference is that you must use one of the following methods to load the data into a 
stock chart: 

■ For High-Low-Close charts, use the setHiLoCloseSeries( ) method and pass 
three arrays of values to it. 

■ For Open-High-Low-Close charts, use the setOpenHiLoCloseSeries( ) method 
and pass four arrays of values to it. 
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■ For Candlestick charts, use the setCandlestickSeries( ) method and pass four 
arrays of values to it. 

The following example shows the code that is specific to a stock chart (in this case, 
an Open-High-Low-Close chart):

// Load the OpenHiLoClose series.
MyAxisCh.setOpenHiLoCloseSeries("ACME", Open, High, Low, Close);

The following figure shows the resulting Open-High-Low-Close chart:

2.2.5 Building a Horizontal Bar Chart
You can use Chart Builder to build horizontal bar charts or to easily change vertical 
charts to horizontal bar charts. 

Building a horizontal bar chart is similar to building a vertical axis chart. Note the 
following differences:

■ The setXSeries( ) method, which populates the vertical axis in a horizontal 
chart, accepts only an array of strings as input. Chart Builder uses the strings in 
the array for the labels for the X-axis. The following example shows the array 
declaration and the call to the setXSeries( ) method:

Note: Chart Builder supports only horizontal bar charts. It does 
not support other types of horizontal charts.
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public final static String USExportsLabels[] =
                           {"Canada", "Mexico", "Japan"};

MyAxisCh.setXSeries(USExportsLabels);

■ In horizontal charts, the setYSeries( ) method defines the horizontal axis and the 
setXSeries( ) method defines the vertical axis. This allows you to easily change a 
vertical chart to a horizontal chart.

■ The setYSeries( ) method, which populates the horizontal axis in a horizontal 
chart, accepts an array of type double as input.

■ You call the setChartOrientation( ) method, specifying HORIZONTAL, as 
shown in the following example:

MyAxisCh.setChartOrientation(AxisChart.HORIZONTAL);

■ You set the graph type to BAR, using the setSeriesGraphType( ) method, as 
shown in the following example:

MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("Canada", AxisChart.BAR);

The following example shows an excerpt from a Java application that creates a 
horizontal bar chart:

.

.

.
    public final static String USExportsLabels[] =
                               {"Canada", "Mexico", "Japan"};
    public final static double USExports[] = {13390.0, 8136.0, 5824.0};
.
.
.
         // Create a new AxisChart object.
         AxisChart MyAxisCh = new AxisChart();

         // Set the orientation of the chart to be horizontal.
         MyAxisCh.setChartOrientation(AxisChart.HORIZONTAL);

         // Set the size of the chart.
         MyAxisCh.setSize(Chart_width, Chart_height);

         // Set the title text.
         MyAxisCh.getTitle().setText("U.S. Exports");
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         // Load the data.
         MyAxisCh.setXSeries(USExportsLabels);
         MyAxisCh.setYSeries("USexports", USExports);

         //Set the graph type.
         MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("USExports", AxisChart.BAR);
.
.
.

The following figure shows the resulting horizontal bar chart:

For complete examples of creating axis charts, see the axischart subdirectory of 
the Chart Builder demos directory.

2.3 Building Basic Pie Charts
A pie chart is a circular graph in which the relative percentages of the values are 
represented by wedges or slices of the pie. For example, you can use a pie chart to 
compare the volume of exports to various countries. 

The following figure shows the major components of a pie chart:
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To build a pie chart, you use the Chart Builder PieChart class. To create a basic pie 
chart, you can accept the Chart Builder defaults to define many characteristics of the 
chart. You must take the following basic steps:

1. Create a pie chart object using the PieChart( ) constructor. The following 
example creates the object MyPieCh:

PieChart MyPieCh = new PieChart();

The name of the pie chart object, MyPieCh, is used in subsequent calls to 
methods that define the characteristics of the pie chart, such as its size and data.

2. Define the size of the pie chart using the setSize( ) method. The following line 
sets the size of the chart area to 200 pixels wide by 180 pixels high:

MyPieCh.setSize(200, 180);

3. Define the attributes of the pie slices and load the data into the pie chart by 
using the setSeries( ) method:

MyPieCh.setSeries(USExports)

The setSeries( ) method accepts an array of pie slice descriptors (PieSliceDesc). 
Each descriptor includes a label and a numeric value that represents the size of 
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the pie slice. The following example shows the array USExports with three pie 
slice descriptors:

static PieSliceDesc USExports[] = {
              new PieSliceDesc("Mexico", 8136.6),
              new PieSliceDesc("Japan", 5824.0),
              new PieSliceDesc("France", 2110.0)
          };

By default, Chart Builder places the label inside the pie slice. If a label does not 
fit inside the pie slice, Chart Builder places the label outside the pie slice. If no 
labels fit in the pie slices, Chart Builder displays the labels in a legend. See 
Section 4.2 for more information about labels and legends.

For more information about loading data into charts, see Section 2.4.

In addition to these steps, you can use Chart Builder methods and descriptors to 
add information, such as a title and subtitle, to your chart or to customize your 
chart. For information about customizing charts, see Chapter 3.

The following example shows a Java application that creates a simple pie chart:

/*
* Create a pie chart displaying U.S. exports to Canada, Mexico,
* Japan, and France. 
*/

import java.awt.*;

import oracle.charts.piechart.*;                                         [1]
import oracle.charts.types.*;

public class pie_example extends Frame {                                 
    // Data for each slice. USExports[] is an array of PieSliceDesc.     [2]
     static PieSliceDesc USExports[] = {
        new PieSliceDesc("Canada $13390", 13390),
        new PieSliceDesc("Mexico $8136", 8136),
        new PieSliceDesc("Japan $5824", 5824),
        new PieSliceDesc("France $2110", 2110)
    };

    public static void main(String argv[])
    {
        // Dimensions of chart
        int Chart_width = 300, Chart_height = 240;
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        // Create a new frame; set its size.                             [3]
        Frame f = new Frame();
        f.setSize(Chart_width + 10, Chart_height + 20);

        // Define the color for each pie slice.                          [4]
        USExports[0].setBackground(Color.green);
        USExports[1].setBackground(Color.red);
        USExports[2].setBackground(Color.yellow);
        USExports[3].setBackground(Color.blue);
 
       try {

           // Create a new PieChart object.                              [5]
            PieChart MyPieCh = new PieChart();

           // Set the size of the pie chart.                             [6]
            MyPieCh.setSize(Chart_width, Chart_height);

           // Set the title text and font.                               [7]
           MyPieCh.getTitle().setText("U.S. Exports");
 
           // Load the data for each pie slice.
           MyPieCh.setSeries(USExports);

           // Add the pie chart component to the frame.
           f.add(MyPieCh);

        } catch (ChartException e)
            { System.out.println(e.getMessage()); }

        f.show();
    }
}

The numbers in the example correspond to the numbers in the following list, which 
describes the example in detail:

1. The example imports the Chart Builder packages that you need for your chart. 
This example uses two packages.

2. An array of pie slice descriptors named USExports is declared. Each descriptor 
(PieSliceDesc) contains a label and a numeric value that represents the size of 
the pie slice. The label, which lists the country name and the value, will be 
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displayed in the pie slice. (See Section 4.3.2 for information about a Chart 
Builder method that automatically includes the value in the label.)

3. Because this is a Java application, you must create a container, such as frame to 
display the chart.

4. Define the colors for each slice of the pie using the setBackground( ) method.

5. The PieChart( ) constructor creates a new pie chart object. In this example, the 
object is named MyPieCh. 

6. The setSize( ) method specifies the width and height of the chart by referring to 
variables that are initialized earlier in the code.

7. The getTitle( ) method specifies the title of the chart.

8. The setSeries( ) method loads the data for the chart. In this example, it loads the 
data in the array USExports. The setSeries( ) method accepts an array of pie 
slice descriptors (PieSliceDesc) as input.

9. The java.awt.frame.add( ) method adds the chart to the frame.

The following figure shows the pie chart created by this example:

For complete examples of creating pie charts, see the piechart subdirectory of the 
Chart Builder demos directory.
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2.4 Loading Data into Charts
With Chart Builder, you can load data from a variety of sources into the charts you 
create:

■ Directly in the application. That is, the data is defined directly in the application 
code. This method provides the least flexibility, but is useful in testing an 
application. 

The example in Section 2.2.1 demonstrates entering the data directly into the 
application.

■ From a text file. This method is available only for axis charts and accepts only 
arrays of Date and double. See Section 2.4.1.

■ From an input stream. This method is available only for axis charts and accepts 
only arrays of Date and double. See Section 2.4.2.

■ From a database using JDBC. See Section 2.4.3.

Regardless of the source of the data, you use Chart Builder methods to load the data 
into the charts. The methods you use depend on whether the chart is a vertical axis 
chart, a horizontal axis chart, or a pie chart. 

For vertical axis charts, note the following points about loading data:

■ Use the setXSeries( ) method to load the data for the X-axis and the setYSeries( ) 
method to load the data for the Y-axis.

■ The setXSeries( ) method expects an array of the following types: String or 
subclasses of java.util.Date (java.sql.date and java.sql.Timestamp). The subclass 
java.sql.date represents the year, month, and date; the subclass 
java.sql.Timestamp represents the year, month, date, hour, minute, second, and 
nanosecond.) 

■ Chart Builder labels the X-axis with the data provided in the array passed to the 
setXSeries( ) method. If the array is of type String, Chart Builder labels the 
X-axis with those strings. If the array is of type Date, Chart Builder labels the 
X-axis automatically, using the full date or abbreviations depending on the size 
of the chart. 

■ The setXSeries( ) method expects an array of dates to be ascending and not null.

■ The setYSeries( ) method accepts an array of type double, but you can pass data 
of any Java Number type. Chart Builder converts it to the type double. See 
Section 3.6.3 for information about formatting the number. 

■ You must call the setXSeries( ) method before you call the setYSeries( ) method. 
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For horizontal axis charts, note the following points:

■ In horizontal charts, the setYSeries( ) method defines the horizontal axis, and 
the setXSeries( ) method defines the vertical axis. This allows you to easily 
change a vertical chart to a horizontal chart.

■ The setYSeries( ) method accepts an array of type double as input.

■ The setXSeries( ) method accepts only an array of strings as input.

For pie charts, note the following points:

■ Use the setSeries( ) method to load data into the pie chart. 

■ The setSeries( ) method accepts an array of pie slice descriptors (PieSliceDesc). 
Each descriptor includes a label and a numeric value that represents the size of 
the pie slice.

2.4.1 Loading Data from a Text File
Using the Chart Builder class TimeSeriesFileReader, you can load data from a text 
file into an axis chart. This class, part of the oracle.charts.io package, reads data 
from files and converts the data into arrays suitable for populating charts. 

This class supports only vertical, not horizontal, axis charts. It accepts only Date 
(java.util.Date) and Number data types, including locale-specific formats of dates 
and numbers. It ignores any other data, such as text data, in the file. 

Chart Builder is flexible in its support of the format of the data. It supports 
comma-separated values, space-separated values, and tab-separated values. For 
example, the following formats are valid:

DATE, NUMBER[, NUMBER][, NUMBER] ...[, NUMBER]
DATE  NUMBER  [NUMBER]  [NUMBER] ... [NUMBER]  
DATE <tab> NUMBER [<tab>NUMBER] [<tab>NUMBER] ... [<tab>NUMBER]

Chart Builder accepts any Java Number type and converts it to the type double. 
Each data value of type double that is associated with a date value is referred to as 
an observation. You can have an unlimited number of observations associated with 
a date value, but all date values must have the same number of observations.

To load data from a text file into a vertical axis chart, take the following basic steps:

1. Create a new TimeSeriesFileReader object and read the contents of the file into 
the object using the readFile( ) method. Chart Builder converts the data to 
arrays of dates and observations.
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TimeSeriesFileReader tsReader = new TimeSeriesFileReader();
tsReader.readFile("myfile.txt");

2. Retrieve the array of dates using the getDates( ) method:

java.util.Date FileDates[] = tsReader.getDates();

3. Retrieve the array of observations using the getObservations( ) method:

double FileObs[] = tsReader.getObservations();

If each date value is associated with more than one observation, resulting in 
more than one array of observations, you use the getObservations( ) method for 
each array. For example, if the file contains two arrays of observations, you 
could use the following code to retrieve the arrays: 

double FileObs[] = tsReader.getObservations(0)
double FileObs2[] = tsReader.getObservations(1)

To determine the number of arrays of observations, you can use the 
getObservationCount( ) method, as shown in the following example: 

double FileObs[] = tsReader.getObservations(0)
ObsCount = tsReader.getObservationCount();
if (ObsCount == 2)
    FileObs2 tsReader.getObservations(1);

Assume that you have a text file that contains loan rates for 30-year fixed mortgages 
and for bank prime rates. This file, called loanrate.txt, contains the following data:

Date          Mortgage    Prime
01/01/2000     8.2100      8.50
02/01/2000     8.3250      8.73
.
.
.
12/01/2000     7.3820      9.50

You can embed other characters besides dates and numbers in the text file. Chart 
Builder ignores these characters.

The following example shows excerpts from a Java application that are pertinent to 
reading data from a file:

import java.awt.*;

import oracle.charts.*;
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import oracle.charts.Chart;
import oracle.charts.axischart.*;
import oracle.charts.types.*;
import oracle.charts.legend.*;
import oracle.charts.io.*;

public class readloanrate extends Frame {
    
    //Arrays read in from the file.
    static java.util.Date FileDates[];
    static double FileObs[];
    static double FileObs2[];

    static int ObsCount;

    public static void main(String[] argv) 
    {

     String fileName = "loanrate.txt";                                     
     if (argv.length > 0) fileName = argv[0];
      
     try {

         TimeSeriesFileReader tsReader = new TimeSeriesFileReader();     [1]
         tsReader.readFile(fileName);

         FileDates = tsReader.getDates();                                [2]
         ObsCount = tsReader.getObservationCount();                      [3]
         FileObs = tsReader.getObservations();                           [4]

         if (ObsCount == 2)                                              [5]
          FileObs2 = tsReader.getObservations(1);
.
.
.
         // Load the timestamps.
         MyAxisCh.setXSeries(FileDates);                                 [5]
         
         // Load two data series associated with the timestamps.         [6]
         MyAxisCh.setYSeries("Mortgage", FileObs);
         MyAxisCh.setYSeries("Prime", FileObs2);
.
.
.
}
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The numbers in the example correspond to the numbers in the following list, which 
describes the example in detail:

1. The TimeSeriesFileReader( ) constructor creates a new object. Using the 
readFile( ) method, it reads the contents of the data file, loanrate.txt, into the 
object. The constructor converts the data to arrays of dates and observations.

2. The getDates( ) method retrieves the array of dates and places it in the array 
named FileDates.

3. The getObservationCount( ) method returns the number of arrays of 
observations in the file.

4. The getObservations( ) method retrieves the array of observations and places it 
in the array named FileObs. 

5. The setXSeries( ) method loads the array of dates (FileDates) for the X-axis.

6. The first setYSeries( ) method loads the first array of observations (FileObs) into 
the Y-axis. The second setYSeries( ) method loads the second array of 
observations (FileObs2) into the Y-axis.

The following figure shows the resulting line chart:

For complete examples of reading data from a file, see the readfile subdirectory 
of the Chart Builder demos directory.

2.4.2 Loading Data from an Input Stream
Using the Chart Builder class TimeSeriesFileReader, you can load data from an 
input stream into an axis chart. The data can originate anywhere, such as in 
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memory, in a file, or generated by another program. As with loading data from a 
text file, this class accepts only Date (java.util.Date) and Number data types, 
including locale-specific formats of dates and numbers. The TimeSeriesFileReader 
class reads the data and converts it into arrays suitable for populating charts.

Loading data from an input stream is similar to loading data from a file. Instead of 
the readFile( ) method, you use the read( ) method. 

The following describes the steps pertinent to reading an input stream:

1. Create the input stream using a Java input stream method. The following 
example uses the FileInputStream( ) method. 

FileInputStream myInputStream = null;

2. Open the input stream using the openInputStream( ) method:

myInputStream = openInputStream(fileName);

3. Create a new TimeSeriesFileReader object and read the contents of the input 
stream into the object using the read( ) method. Chart Builder converts the data 
to arrays of dates and observations.

TimeSeriesFileReader tsReader = new TimeSeriesFileReader();
tsReader.read(myInputStream);

FileObs = tsReader.getObservations();
FileDates = tsReader.getDates();

For a complete example of reading data from an input stream, see the readfile 
subdirectory of the Chart Builder demos directory.

2.4.3 Loading Data from a Database
Using Java Database Connectivity (JDBC), you can retrieve data from a database 
and then use Chart Builder to load the data into a chart. 

JDBC is a standard Java interface for connecting from Java to relational databases. 
You can use JDBC to query tables and return data where, for example, the number 
and types of the columns are not known until runtime. This capability is called 
dynamic SQL. Therefore, JDBC is a way to use dynamic SQL statements in Java 
programs. With Chart Builder, you can load the data from the database into any 
chart. 

When you use JDBC to load data into charts, you take the following steps:
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1. Take the typical JDBC steps, such as loading the JDBC driver, connecting to the 
database, and creating a statement object. See the JDBC documentation for more 
information.

2. Create the SQL statement that queries the database to get the data. Then, 
execute a SQL statement that counts the number of rows that will be returned 
by the statement. Use the number of rows to allocate arrays for the data. 

3. Execute the SQL statement and store the returned values into the arrays.

4. Use the setXSeries( ) and setYSeries( ) methods to load the data into the charts 
from the arrays.

Assume that a database table, ECONOMIC_TAB, contains data about the amount of 
imports and exports each month from a number of countries. This table contains the 
following data: 

SYMBOL     TSTAMP          OBS1
---------- --------- ----------
EXPCA      01-JAN-90     6377.5
IMPFR      01-JAN-90     1078.3
EXPJP      01-JAN-90       4028
IMPJP      01-JAN-90     6878.2
 .
 .
 .
EXPCA      01-JAN-00      13570
IMPJP      01-JAN-00      10302
IMPMX      01-JAN-00       9567

The following example shows excerpts from a Java application that gets the amount 
of imports from Japan, by month, from the database and loads the data into an axis 
chart:

// Import the Java classes.
import java.awt.*;

// Import the JDBC classes.
import java.sql.*;

// Import the Chart Builder classes.
import oracle.charts.*;
import oracle.charts.axischart.*;
import oracle.charts.types.*;

public class jdbc_imp extends Frame {
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  // Declare the driver to be loaded.
  static final String driver_class = "oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver";

  // Declare the connect string. 
  static final String connect_string =   
                    "jdbc:oracle:thin:scott/tiger@host:1521:orcl2";

  // Declare the connection to the database.
  static Connection conn;
 
 // Declare the arrays to hold the data.
  static java.sql.Timestamp TimeStamps[];
  static double Observation[];

  static int Display_height;
  static int Display_width;

  public static void main(String[] argv) 

    {
.
.
.
   getData();

   try {

     // Create a new AxisChart object.
     AxisChart MyAxisCh = new AxisChart();
.
.
.
     // Load the timestamps.                                             [9]
     MyAxisCh.setXSeries(TimeStamps);

     // Load the data series, JapanImp, associated with the timestamps.  [9]
     MyAxisCh.setYSeries("JapanImp", Observation);

    // Add the chart to the frame.
    f.add(MyAxisCh);

   } catch (ChartException e) 
          {
            System.out.println(e.getMessage());
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          }
    f.show();
      
   }

   public static void getData() {

    // Open a connection to the database if one is not open.     
    if (conn == null) {
            
        // Load the JDBC driver.                                         [1]
        try {
            Class.forName (driver_class);
            }
        catch (ClassNotFoundException ex ) {
           System.out.println ("Could not load class: " + 
           driver_class + "\n");
          }
            
        // Connect to the database and create a connection object.       [2]
        try {
            conn = DriverManager.getConnection (connect_string);
        } catch (SQLException e) 
               { System.out.println(e.getMessage()); };
     }
      
    // When the connection has been established, query the database.
    try {
        // Create a statement object.                                    [3]
        Statement stmt = conn.createStatement ();
      
        ResultSet rset;
          
        // Describe the source of data.

        // Define table and column names.
        String tableName = "economic_tab";

        String dateColumnName = "TSTAMP";
        String obsColumnName = "OBS1";
        String symbolColumnName = "SYMBOL";
          
        // Define the data we wish to query.
        String obs = "IMPJP";
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        String startDate = "01-JAN-1991";
        String endDate = "01-JAN-2000";

        // Define strings to be used to construct the query. The query will 
        // return timestamps and numeric values from two columns in the
        // ECONOMIC_TAB table where the date is between a given start
        // and end date. 
        String selectClauseCount = "SELECT count(*) ";                   [4]
        String selectClause = "SELECT " + dateColumnName + ", " +             
                                 obsColumnName + " ";
        String fromClause = "FROM " + tableName + " ";
        String whereA = "WHERE tstamp >= to_date(" + "’" + startDate 
                                         + "’, ’DD-MON-YYYY’) ";
        String whereB = "AND tstamp <= to_date(" + "’" + endDate + 
                                          "’, ’DD-MON-YYYY’) ";
        String whereC = "AND " + obsColumnName + " is not null ";
        String whereD = "AND " + symbolColumnName + " = ’" + obs + "’";
          
        String fromWhere = fromClause + whereA + whereB + whereC + whereD;

        // Execute a SELECT statement to get the number of rows that will 
        // be returned by the query and save the result in numRows.
       
        rset = stmt.executeQuery (selectClauseCount + fromWhere);        [5]
        rset.next();
        int numRows = rset.getInt(1);

        // Allocate arrays for the timestamps and the data, using
        // the value of numRows to size the arrays.
        TimeStamps = new java.sql.Timestamp[numRows];                    [6]
        Observation = new double[numRows];

        // Execute the SELECT statement and store the results 
        // in the result set object.
        rset = stmt.executeQuery (selectClause + fromWhere);             [7]

        // Iterate through the results and store the values in the arrays.
        int k = 0;                                                       [8]
        while (rset.next ()) {
          TimeStamps[k] = rset.getTimestamp(1);
          Observation[k] = rset.getDouble(2);
          if (rset.wasNull())
              System.out.println("Was null (1) " + k);
          k++;
        }
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The following list describes the parts of the example that pertain to using JDBC to 
load data into a chart:

1. The JDBC Class.forName( ) method loads the JDBC driver. 

2. The DriverManager.getConnection( ) method connects to the database and 
creates the Connection object conn. The connect string you use depends on 
what JDBC driver you are using.

3. The JDBC createStatement( ) method creates the Statement object, stmt. 

4. The SQL statements are constructed using variables for the database object 
names and strings for the clauses. 

5. The executeQuery( ) method executes a SQL statement that counts the number 
of rows that will be returned.

6. The count returned in step 5 is used to allocate the arrays for the timestamps 
and the data associated with them. 

7. The executeQuery( ) method executes the SQL statement and returns the data to 
the result set object, rset. 

8. The next( ) method iterates through the result set object row by row and stores 
the values in the arrays.

9. The setXSeries( ) method loads the array of dates (Timestamps) into the X-axis. 
The setYSeries( ) method loads the array of imports (Observation) into the 
Y-axis. 
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The following figure shows the chart that is generated:

For complete examples of loading data from a database, see the jdbc subdirectory 
of the Chart Builder demos directory.

2.5 Generating Image Files of Charts
Chart Builder makes it easy to generate image files of the charts you create. Chart 
Builder provides encoders for GIF, JPG, or wireless bitmap (WBMP) files. After you 
encode the charts, you can embed the resulting files in HTML pages or other 
documents. 

Chart Builder exposes the buffered image that holds the chart, using the 
BufferedImage constructor of the java.awt.image package. This exposure provides 
the following advantages:

■ You can control the attributes of the buffered image. For example, you can 
specify grayscale or index color image types to encode the resulting file.

■ You can use one of the encoders provided by Chart Builder or use another 
encoder of your choice.

Note: The Java Developer ’s Kit (JDK) provides a JPG encoder. 
However, JPG is not an ideal image format for creating charts.
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The following Java application builds an axis chart and generates a GIF file of the 
chart:

/* 
 * Creates GIF chart images.
 */
import java.awt.*;
import java.awt.image.*;
import java.awt.image.BufferedImage;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.Calendar;

import oracle.charts.*;
import oracle.charts.axischart.*;
import oracle.charts.types.*;
import oracle.charts.codec.*;

public class generate_img {

  // Chart data, defined inline.  
  // Dates defined with start and end dates in setXSeries.
  // Population (in thousands) associated with timestamps.
  public final static double Population[] =
   {
      246224, 248659, 251373, 254025, 256830,
      259413, 264291, 266768, 269328, 271883
  };

  public static void main(String[] argv)
  {

      // Width and height of the chart.
      int Chart_height = 200;
      int Chart_width = 400;

      try {

          // Create a new AxisChart object.
          AxisChart MyAxisCh = new AxisChart();

          // Set the size of the chart.
          MyAxisCh.setSize(Chart_width, Chart_height);
 
          // Load the timestamps, using start and end dates.
          MyAxisCh.setXSeries(Calendar.YEAR, 
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                              java.sql.Date.valueOf("1990-01-01"),
                              java.sql.Date.valueOf("1999-01-01"),
                              1);
 
          // Load the population series associated with the timestamps.
          // The series is named uspopulation.
          MyAxisCh.setYSeries("uspopulation", Population);

          // Specify a bar chart.
          // Note that the series is referred to by the name uspopulation.
          MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("uspopulation", AxisChart.BAR);

          // Set title, subtitle, and footnote.
          MyAxisCh.getTitle().setText("U.S. Population");
          MyAxisCh.getSubtitle().setText("Reported in Thousands");
          MyAxisCh.getFootnote().setText(
                 "Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Census Bureau");

         //Define a buffered image. Use TYPE_BYTE_INDEXED for color GIFs.[1]
         BufferedImage bufimg = new BufferedImage(Chart_width, Chart_height,
                                             BufferedImage.TYPE_BYTE_INDEXED);

         // Get the graphics context of the buffered image.              [2]
         Graphics2D g2 = null;
         g2 = bufimg.createGraphics();

         // For file encoding.                                           [3]
         MyAxisCh.drawBuffer(g2);

         // Create the GIF file.                                         [4]
         EncodeGifFile(bufimg, "gifsample.gif");
 
       } catch (ChartException e)
          {
              System.out.println(e.getMessage());
          }
      System.exit(1);
   }

   // Encode a GIF file.
   public static void EncodeGifFile(BufferedImage bufimg, String filename)
  {
      FileOutputStream out = null;

      try {
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          File file = new File(".", filename);
          out = new FileOutputStream(file);
 
     } catch (java.io.IOException e) {
          System.err.println("Cannot create ./" + filename);
          System.exit(1);
       }

      try {                                                         
          GIFEncoder encoder = new GIFEncoder(out);                      [5]
          encoder.encode(bufimg);

      } catch (java.io.IOException e) {
          System.err.println("I/O exception");
          System.exit(1);
      }
   }
}

The following list describes the parts of the example that relate to generating an 
image file:

1. Define a buffered image using the BufferedImage constructor. This example 
defines a buffered image called bufimg.

Note that the image type you specify depends on the type of file you are 
encoding. Because this example creates a color GIF image, it uses the TYPE_
BYTE_INDEXED data type.

2. Get the graphics context of the buffered image using the BufferedImage 
createGraphics( ) method. This example instantiates it in the graphics object 
named g2. 

3. Call the drawBuffer( ) method to render the chart into the buffered image 
associated with g2. 

4. This example calls a routine named EncodeGifFile( ) to encode the file as a GIF 
file. It names the file gifsample.gif.

5. Encode the file as a GIF file using the GIFEncoder( ) constructor and write it out 
to the output file. 
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The following figure shows the GIF file created by the example:

When you use the BufferedImage constructor, the data type you specify for the 
image_type argument depends on the type of image file you want to generate:

■ For color GIF files, use TYPE_BYTE_INDEXED, which generates 8-bit images.

■ For grayscale GIF files, use TYPE_BYTE_GRAY.

■ For color JPG files, use TYPE_INT_RGB, which generates 24-bit images.

■ For grayscale JPG files, use TYPE_USHORT_GRAY. 

■ For WBMP files, use TYPE_BYTE_BINARY.

Note that GIF files provide clearer images than JPG files. Because of compression, 
JPG files may display banding across the images.

For information about other image types, see the Java documentation for the 
BufferedImage constructor.

For complete examples of generating GIF files, see the piechart subdirectory of 
the Chart Builder demos directory.

2.5.1 Improving Image Quality
Generally, when you use the encoders to generate image files of the charts, Chart 
Builder generates image files with good image quality. However, charts that contain 
many colors or contain transparencies may benefit from additional processing. To 
create a higher-quality GIF image, Chart Builder provides the Quantizer class. This 
class provides the rgb24to8( ) method, which converts (quantizes) a 24-bit image to 
an 8-bit image. 
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The following example shows the code used to quantize a pie chart:

// Define a buffer for a 24-bit image. Use TYPE_INT_RGB.                 [1]
BufferedImage bufimg24 = new BufferedImage(Chart_width, Chart_height,
                                           BufferedImage.TYPE_INT_RGB);
// Define a buffer for an 8-bit image. Use TYPE_BYTE_INDEXED.            [2]
BufferedImage bi = new BufferedImage(Chart_width, Chart_height,            
                                      BufferedImage.TYPE_BYTE_INDEXED);
// Get the graphics context of the 24-bit buffered image.                [3]
Graphics2D g2 = null;
g2 = bufimg24.createGraphics();
// For file encoding.
MyPieCh.drawBuffer(g2);                                                  [4]

// Use the rgb24to8() method to convert the 24-bit image to 8-bit.       [5]
bi = Quantizer.rgb24to8(bufimg24);

// Create the GIF file.                                                  [6]
EncodeGifFile(bi, "pie_example_quant.gif");

1. Define a buffered image for a 24-bit image using the BufferedImage constructor. 
This example defines a buffered image called bufimg24.

Note that the image type you specify depends on the type of file you are 
encoding. Because this example creates a 24-bit image, it uses TYPE_INT_RGB.

2. Define a buffered image for an 8-bit image using the BufferedImage constructor. 
This example defines a buffered image called bi.

Note that the image type you specify depends on the type of file you are 
encoding. Because this example creates an 8-bit GIF image, it uses TYPE_BYTE_
INDEXED.

3. Get the graphics context of the 24-bit buffered image using the BufferedImage 
createGraphics( ) method. This example instantiates it in the graphics object 
named g2. 

4. Call the drawBuffer( ) method to render the chart into the buffered image 
associated with g2. 

5. Use the rgb24to8( ) method to convert (quantize) the 24-bit image to an 8-bit 
image.

6. Encode the file as a GIF file using the GIFEncoder( ) constructor and write it out 
to the output file. 
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The following figure shows the resulting GIF file:
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Customizing Charts

With Chart Builder, you can easily add information, such as titles and subtitles, to 
your charts and customize most attributes of a chart, such as changing the colors of 
the chart components or the labels. 

To customize most attributes, you need to use descriptors provided by Chart 
Builder. Section 3.1 provides introductory information about using descriptors.

The remainder of this chapter describes the following ways you can customize a 
chart:

■ Adding and Modifying Titles, Subtitles, and Footnotes

■ Modifying the Color of Chart Elements

■ Adding Special Effects

■ Customizing the X-Axis

■ Customizing the Y-Axis

■ Adding Annotations and Point Labels

3.1 Using Descriptors to Customize Charts
Chart Builder provides several types of descriptors, including graph type 
descriptors and axis and grid descriptors, that provide additional control over the 
appearance of chart elements. 

Graph type descriptors provide additional control over the style parameters 
associated with a particular graph type. For example, for an area chart, the fill and 
line color can be set independently using the AreaDesc( ) object. 
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To modify any of the elements associated with a graph type, you first create a new 
descriptor. Then, you use Chart Builder methods to modify the elements. Finally, 
you associate the descriptor with a series using the setSeriesGraphic( ) method.

The following code creates a new LineDesc descriptor named markerDescCircle, 
which adds line markers to a line chart:

LineDesc markerDescCircle = new LineDesc();
markerDescCircle.setMarkerType(LineDesc.MARKER_CIRCLE);
MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphic("Canada", markerDescCircle);

Axis and grid descriptors control attributes of an axis or a grid. For example, the 
format of currency can be specified through the use of the NumAxisDesc descriptor.

To modify any attributes associated with an axis or grid, you first create a new 
descriptor. Then, you use Chart Builder methods to modify the attributes. Finally, 
you associate it with the chart using the setChartAttributes( ) method. 

The following code creates the a new NumAxisDesc descriptor named 
myNumAxisDesc, which sets a dollar sign ($) as the prefix for the Y-axis labels: 

NumAxisDesc myNumAxisDesc = new NumAxisDesc();
myNumAxisDesc.setPrefix("$");
myChart.setChartAttributes(myNumAxisDesc);

Many of the topics in this chapter describe how to use descriptors to change specific 
attributes of a chart.

3.2 Adding and Modifying Titles, Subtitles, and Footnotes
As shown in some of the examples in Chapter 2, you can specify a title, a subtitle, 
and a footnote for each chart. These are implemented as part of the ChartLabel 
subclass of the class Chart. In addition, you can modify the font for each of these 
components, and you can change their colors.

To specify a title for a chart, you use the getTitle( ) method and supply the title to 
the setText( ) routine. For example, to specify "U.S. Exports to Canada" as the title, 
use the following code:

MyAxisChart.getTitle().setText("U.S. Exports to Canada");

To specify a subtitle for a chart, you use the getSubtitle( ) subclass and supply the 
subtitle to the setText( ) routine. For example, to specify "Reported in Thousands" as 
the subtitle, use the following code:

MyAxisChart.getSubtitle().setText("Reported in Thousands");
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To specify a footnote, you use the getFootnote( ) subclass and supply the footnote to 
the setText( ) routine. For example, to add a footnote to a chart, use the following 
code:

MyAxisCh.getFootnote().setText("Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Census Bureau");

You can alter the font of a title, subtitle, or footnote by using the setFont( ) method 
with the getTitle( ), getSubtitle( ), or getFootnote( ) method. For example, to specify 
that the title use a boldface Times font with a size of 16 points, use the following 
code:

MyAxisCh.getTitle().setFont(new Font("Times", Font.BOLD, 16));

By default, Chart Builder sets the color of the text in charts to black. You can alter 
the color of the title, subtitle, and footnote by using the setForeground( ) method. 
This method also alters the color of the labels. For example, to change the color of 
the foreground items to the standard Java red, use the following code:

MyAxisCh.setForeground(Color.red);

If you specify the attributes for a chart as shown in this section, the chart would 
appear similar to the one shown in the following figure:

If you add a subtitle and a footnote to a chart, you may need to increase the height 
of the chart to accommodate the additional elements.
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3.3 Modifying the Color of Chart Elements
In addition to modifying the foreground colors as described in Section 3.2, you can 
modify the colors of many of the chart components, including:

■ The background

■ The labels

■ An X-axis series or Y-axis series

■ Individual pie slices

You can use the standard Java colors or you can define your own colors. The 
following example defines two new colors, lightGray and darkBlue:

static Color lightGray = new Color(216,216,216);
static Color darkBlue = new Color(0,0,150);

Then, you can use the defined colors to set the color of any chart element. The 
following example uses the preceding definitions to set the plot background to light 
gray. Then, using the AxisDesc descriptor, it sets the X-axis to dark blue.

MyAxisCh.setPlotBackground(lightGray);
AxisDesc xAxisD = new AxisDesc();
xAxisD.setColor(darkBlue);
MyAxisCh.setChartAttributes(AxisChart.XAXIS, xAxisD);

The following example uses standard Java colors to set the color of the Y-Series:

MyAxisCh.setSeriesColor("Bolivia", Color.yellow);
MyAxisCh.setSeriesColor("Guat", Color.blue);
MyAxisCh.setSeriesColor("Japan", Color.red);
MyAxisCh.setSeriesColor("US", Color.green);

For axis charts, you can set the background, the color of the border (the bounding 
rectangle) around the chart, and the color of the border around the plot area to 
blend the chart into the background of your application or HTML page. The 
following example sets the color of these three elements to white:

MyAxisCh.setBackground(Color.white);
MyAxisCh.setEdgeColor(Color.white);
MyAxisCh.setPlotEdgeColor(Color.white);
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The following figure shows an axis chart using these color definitions:

For pie charts, you can define the color of each pie slice with the setBackground( ) 
method for each pie slice descriptor, as described in Section 2.3. Alternatively, you 
can let Chart Builder generate the color of each pie slice automatically by using the 
setAutoSliceColor( ) method. This method requires two parameters. The first 
parameter specifies the color of the first slice; the second specifies the color of the 
last slice. The colors of all slices in between are interpolated between the colors of 
the first and last slice. The following example calls the setAutoSliceColor( ) method:

MyPieCh.setAutoSliceColor(Color.yellow, Color.blue);

In addition, you can set the background and the color of the border (the bounding 
rectangle) around the chart, as shown in the following example: 

MyPieCh.setBackground(Color.white);
MyPieCh.setEdgeColor(Color.white);
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The following figure shows a pie chart with the background and color of the border 
set to white:

The following tables show methods that you can use to change the color of chart 
elements. Methods that are applicable to both axis charts and pie charts are shown 
in Table 3–1. Methods that are applicable to axis charts only are shown in Table 3–2. 
Methods that are applicable to pie charts only are shown in Table 3–3.

Table 3–2 shows methods that you use to change the color of the chart elements in 
axis charts. 

Table 3–1 Methods for Setting Colors for All Charts

To Set the Color of . . . Use This Method: Valid In:

The background (the rectangular region 
around the plot area or the pie)

Chart.setBackground( ) All

The outer border Chart.setEdgeColor( ) All

The foreground color for the title, subtitle, 
and footnotes

Chart.setEdgeColor( ) All
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Table 3–3 shows methods you use to change the color of chart elements in pie 
charts.

Table 3–2 Methods for Setting Colors in Axis Charts

To Set the Color of . . . Use This Method: Valid In:

All text (title, subtitle, footnote, and 
labels) 

AxisChart.setForeground( ) All axis charts

The plot area AxisChart.setPlotBackground( ) All axis charts

The inner border AxisChart.setPlotEdgeColor( ) All axis charts

The grid GridDesc.setColor( ) All axis charts

A named series AxisChart.setSeriesColor( ) All axis charts

The X-axis or Y-axis labels AxisDesc. setColor( ) All axis charts

The bars in a named series BarDesc.setBarColor( ) Bar charts

The area in a named series AreaDesc.setAreaColor( ) Area charts

The outline in an area chart AreaDesc.setLineColor( ) Area charts

The line in a named series LineDesc.setLineColor( ) Line charts

The line markers in a named series LineDesc.setMarkerColor( ) Line charts

The candlestick body on "up" days CandlestickDesc.setRealBodyColorUp( ) Candlestick charts

The candlestick body on "down" 
days

CandlestickDesc.setRealBodyColorDow
n( )

Candlestick charts

The candlestick shadow CandlestickDesc.setShadowColor( ) Candlestick charts

The markers in stock charts HiLoCloseDesc.setMarkerColor( ) High-Low-Close and 
Open-High-Low-Close 
charts

The boundary between charts in a 
subchart

AxisChart.setSubChartBoundaryColor( ) Subcharts

Table 3–3 Methods for Setting Colors in Pie Charts

To Set the Color of . . . Use This Method: Valid In:

The foreground (circumference, pie slice 
outlines, and all text)

PieChart.setForeground( ) Pie charts

All pie slices PieChart.setAutoSliceColor( ) Pie charts

A pie slice PieSliceDesc.setBackground( ) Pie charts

A label of a named slice PieSliceDesc.setLabelColor( ) Pie charts
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Besides the methods listed in the preceding tables, other methods are described in 
the API documentation.

3.4 Adding Special Effects
With Chart Builder, you can add special effects to bar charts and pie charts:

■ You can add drop shadows or a 3-D effect to bar charts. See Section 3.4.1.

■ You can add a 3-D effect to pie charts. See Section 3.4.2.

3.4.1 Adding Special Effects to Bar Charts
With Chart Builder, you can add drop shadows or a 3-D effect to any type of bar 
chart, including clustered, stacked, and horizontal bar charts.

To add these effects, you use the setBarStyle( ) method of the BarDesc class. Use one 
of the following values as the parameter to the setBarStyle( ) method:

■ STYLE_DROP_SHADOW

■ STYLE_EFFECT3D

For example, to add drop shadows to a bar chart, you create a BarDesc descriptor 
and call the setBarStyle( ) method using the following code:

BarDesc dropBar = new BarDesc();
dropBar.setBarStyle(BarDesc.STYLE_DROP_SHADOW);
MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphic("Airports",dropBar);

The following figure shows a bar chart with drop shadows:
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To add a 3-D effect to a bar chart, use the following code:

BarDesc threeDBar = new BarDesc();
threeDBar.setBarStyle(BarDesc.STYLE_EFFECT3D);
MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphic("Airports",threeDBar);

The following figure shows a bar chart with a 3-D effect:

3.4.2 Adding Special Effects to Pie Charts
With Chart Builder, you can add 3-D effects to pie charts. To add 3-D effects to a pie 
chart, you use the setStyleType( ) method of the PieStyleDesc class, passing STYLE_
EFFECT_3D as a parameter to the method.

To add 3-D effects to a pie chart, use the following code:

PieStyleDesc style3D = new PieStyleDesc();
style3D.setStyleType(PieStyleDesc.STYLE_EFFECT_3D);
MyPieCh.setChartAttributes(style3D);
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The following figure shows a pie chart with 3-D effects:

You can customize the extrusion angle and thickness and perspective distance of a 
pie chart by using the following methods:

■ setExtrusionAngle( )

This method accepts a double value between 0 and 360. The value represents 
the degree of the circle. Note that the convention for degrees follows the Java 
conventions. For example, 0 degrees is due east, 90 degrees is due north. The 
default value is 315.

■ setExtrusionThickness( )

This method accepts a double value greater than 0.0 and less than .30. The 
default value is .10.

■ setPerspectiveDistance( )

This method accepts a double value greater than or equal to 1.0. The 
perspective distance influences the shape of the 3-D effect. A smaller 
perspective distance produces a more exaggerated perspective. The value 
passed to the method represents the distance of the vanishing point from the 
center of the pie chart. The default is 10.0, which indicates a vanishing point 10 
radii from the center of the pie chart. 
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The following code, added to the PieStyleDesc descriptor, sets the extrusion angle to 
205, the extrusion thickness to .18, and the perspective distance to 50:

style3D.setExtrusionAngle(205);
style3D.setExtrusionThickness(.18);
style3D.setPerspectiveDistance(50);

The following figure shows the resulting pie chart:

3.5 Customizing the X-Axis
Chart Builder automatically labels the X-axis, saving tedious editing and 
positioning of the labels. If the array that is loaded into the X-axis is of type String, 
Chart Builder labels the X-axis with the strings provided in the array. If the array 
that is loaded into the X-axis is of type Date or Timestamp, Chart Builder labels the 
X-axis automatically, using the full date or abbreviations depending on the size of 
the chart. By default, it labels each point of data that you provide.

If you want to control the attributes of the X-axis rather than use the defaults, you 
can customize it using methods provided by Chart Builder. You can control many of 
the attributes. You can:

■ Replace the automatically generated labels. See Section 3.5.1.

■ Omit labels for the axis. See Section 3.5.2.

■ Specify minimum and maximum labeling dimensions. See Section 3.5.3.
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You can specify a minimum labeling dimension to avoid labeling small time 
increments, such as seconds or minutes. You can specify a maximum labeling 
dimension to avoid labeling large time increments, such as years.

■ Set a minimum number of lines for the labels. See Section 3.5.4.

For information about labeling timestamps with points other than those specifically 
mapped to data values, see Section 4.4.

For information about controlling other attributes, see the API documentation, 
especially the documentation about the AxisChart and TimeAxisDesc classes. For 
examples of customizing axis charts, see the axischart subdirectory of the Chart 
Builder demos directory.

3.5.1 Replacing Label Names
If the array that is loaded into the X-axis is of type String, Chart Builder labels the 
X-axis with the strings defined by the user in an array in strings. Section 2.2.3 and 
Section 2.2.5 provide examples of using an array of strings.

If the array that is loaded into the X-axis is of type Date or Timestamp, Chart 
Builder labels the X-axis automatically, using the full date or abbreviations 
depending on the size of the chart. 

If the X-axis is defined with an array of java.sql.Date, you can replace the 
automatically generated label names by mapping names you supply to particular 
timestamps.

To map the names, you call the setUserXLabel( ) method with an array of 
DateString, as shown in the following example:

MyAxisCh.setXSeries(MonthlyTimestamps);
MyAxisCh.setUserXLabel(new DateString[] {
       new DateString(java.sql.Date.valueOf("2000-09-30"), "Q1"),
       new DateString(java.sql.Date.valueOf("2000-12-31"), "Q2"),
       new DateString(java.sql.Date.valueOf("2001-03-31"), "Q3"),
       new DateString(java.sql.Date.valueOf("2001-06-30"), "Q4")});
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The following figure shows a chart that displays the labels defined with the 
setUserXLabel( ) method:

3.5.2 Disabling Labels for the X-Axis
To disable the labeling of the X-axis, use the setDrawLabelOff( ) method of the 
AxisDesc class, as the following example shows:

AxisDesc xAxisD - new AxisDesc();
xAxisD.setDrawLabelOff();
MyAxisCh.setChartAttributes(AxisChart.XAXIS, xAxisD);

You can use this method to disable the labeling of the Y-axis, instead of using the 
method described in Section 3.6.2.

3.5.3 Specifying Minimum and Maximum Labeling Dimensions
By default, Chart Builder labels the time axis (X-axis) with the dimensions (such as 
seconds, days, or years) that are appropriate to the data and fit in the chart. 
However, you can specify a minimum label dimension to avoid labeling small time 
increments, such as seconds or minutes. In addition, you can specify a maximum 
label dimension to avoid labeling large time increments, such as months or years.

To specify a minimum or maximum label dimension, create a TimeAxisDesc 
descriptor object. Use the descriptor object and the setMinDimension( ) or 
setMaxDimension( ) method of the TimeAxisDesc class to specify the dimensions. 
Then, pass the descriptor object to the chart using the setChartAttributes( ) method.
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In the following example, the X-axis is populated with timestamps that are in 
30-second increments. The setMinDimension( ) method specifies that the axis be 
labeled with increments no smaller than minutes.

MyAxisCh.setXSeries(Calendar.SECOND, 
    java.sql.Timestamp.valueOf("2001-05-07 09:00:00.000000000"),
    java.sql.Timestamp.valueOf("2001-05-07 09:30:00.000000000"),
    30);

// Create a time axis descriptor object.
TimeAxisDesc MyTimeDesc = new TimeAxisDesc();
// Specify the minimum dimension.
MyTimeDesc.setMinDimension(TimeAxisDesc.MINUTE);
// Set the chart’s time axis.
MyAxisCh.setChartAttributes(MyTimeDesc);

In this case, Chart Builder will not label the axis with seconds. Note however, that 
Chart Builder will use minutes on the label only if they can fit on the axis. The 
following figure shows the resulting chart:

In the following example, the maximum dimension is specified. The 
setMaxDimension( ) method specifies that the axis be labeled with increments no 
larger than months.

MyAxisCh.setXSeries(Calendar.MONTH, 
              java.sql.Timestamp.valueOf("1999-01-01 00:00:00.000000000"),
              java.sql.Timestamp.valueOf("2001-01-01 00:00:00.000000000"),
              1);

TimeAxisDesc MyTimeDesc = new TimeAxisDesc();
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// Specify the maximum dimension.
MyTimeDesc.setMaxDimension(TimeAxisDesc.MONTH);
MyAxisCh.setChartAttributes(MyTimeDesc);

In this case, Chart Builder will not label the axis with years. 

3.5.4 Setting the Minimum Number of Lines for Labels
You can set the minimum number of lines for labels for the time axis, if, for 
example, you want to ensure consistency in the appearance of several charts. 

First, create a TimeAxisDesc descriptor object. Use the descriptor object and the 
setMinLabelingLines( ) method of the TimeAxisDesc class to specify the number of 
lines. Then, pass the descriptor object to the chart using the setChartAttributes( ) 
method. The following example sets the minimum number of lines to 3:

TimeAxisDesc MyTimeDesc = new TimeAxisDesc();
MyTimeDesc.setMinLabelingLines(3);
MyAxisCh.setChartAttributes(MyTimeDesc);

For more information, see the API documentation, especially the documentation 
about the AxisChart and TimeAxisDesc classes.

3.6 Customizing the Y-Axis
By default, Chart Builder automatically labels the Y-axis, calculating the attributes, 
such as the extents and the labeling increments. 

However, using methods provided by Chart Builder, you can control many of the 
attributes of the Y-axis, including the following: 

■ The extents, which are the minimum and maximum values for the labels for the 
axis, and the increments between the labels. See Section 3.6.1.

■ Whether or not the axis is labeled. See Section 3.6.2.

■ The number format, including currency formats and number separators, of the 
labels. See Section 3.6.3.

For information about setting other attributes, such as the location of the axis labels, 
the spacing, and the justification, see the API documentation, especially the 
documentation about the NumAxisDesc and AxisChart classes.
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3.6.1 Setting the Extents and Increments
By default, Chart Builder calculates the extents based on the data values loaded into 
the chart. However, you may want to control the extents, for example, if you want 
several charts to show the same range in the labels.

To set the minimum extent, you use the setExtentMin( ) method; to set the 
maximum extent, you use the setExtentMax( ) method. To set both using one 
method, use the setExtent( ) method. These methods are part of the NumAxisDesc 
class.

The following example sets the minimum extent of the chart to 5000 and the 
maximum extent to 20000:

// Allocate a new NumAxisDesc object.
NumAxisDesc yAxisD = new NumAxisDesc();
// Set the minimum extent to 5000.     
yAxisD.setExtentMin(5000);
//Set the maximum extent to 20,000.
yAxisD.setExtentMax(20000);
NyAxisCh.setChartAttributes(yAxisD);

To specify the increments for the labels, you use the setLabelIncrement( ) method of 
the NumAxisDesc class.

The following example sets the labeling increment to 2500, as well as setting the 
minimum and maximum extents using the setExtent( ) method:

// Allocate a new NumAxisDesc object.
NumAxisDesc yAxisD = new NumAxisDesc();
yAxisD.setExtent((7500, 20000);
//Set the label increment to 2500.
yAxisD.setLabelIncrement(2500);
MyAxisCh.setChartAttributes(yAxisD);
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The following figure shows the resulting chart:

You can also specify a particular number of labels by using the setNumLabels( ) 
method. For more information about the NumAxisDesc class, see the API 
documentation.

3.6.2 Disabling Labels for the Y-Axis
To disable labeling of the Y-axis, you use the setYAxisLabelsOff( ) method of the 
AxisChart class, as shown in the following example:

MyAxisCh.setYAxisLabelsOff();

You can also use the setDrawLabelsOff( ) method to disable labeling of the Y-axis, as 
described in Section 3.5.2.

3.6.3 Formatting the Numerical Labels
By default, Chart Builder writes the numbers for the Y-axis labels as raw integers or 
doubles. You can specify a prefix, such as a currency symbol, or a suffix, such as a 
percent sign (%) for the numbers. In addition, Chart Builder supports other 
formatting, such as locale-specific formatting, through the setNumberFormat( ) 
method, which uses the java.text.NumberFormat class. 

To add a prefix to the Y-axis labels, use the setPrefix( ) method of the NumAxisDesc 
class. The following example adds a dollar sign ($) to the label:

NumAxisDesc yAxisD = new NumAxisDesc();
YAxisD.setPrefix("$");
MyAxisCh.setChartAttributes(yAxisD);
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Chart Builder adds the prefix to the top label, as shown in the following figure:

To add a suffix to the Y-axis labels, use the setSuffix( ) method of the NumAxisDesc 
class. The following example adds a percent sign (%) to the label:

NumAxisDesc yAxisD = new NumAxisDesc();
YAxisD.setSuffix("%");
MyAxisCh.setChartAttributes(yAxisD);

To further customize the format of the numbers, you can invoke the 
setNumberFormat( ) method of the NumAxisDesc class. The setNumberFormat( ) 
method uses the java.text.NumberFormat class. This class provides methods to 
format numbers, including locale-specific formatting. 

To return the default number format for the current locale, use the 
setNumberFormat( ) method with the NumberFormat.getInstance( ) method, as 
shown in the following example:

NumAxisDesc yAxisD = new NumAxisDesc();
yAxisD.setNumberFormat(NumberFormat.getInstance());
MyAxisCh.setChartAttributes(yAxisD);

For example, if your system locale is set to FRANCE and the Y-axis is loaded with 
values such as 255000 and 134678, Chart Builder formats the numbers with the 
locale-specific separators:

255 000
134 678

To return the default number format for a specified locale, use code similar to the 
following:
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NumAxisDesc yAxisD = new NumAxisDesc();
yAxisD.setNumberFormat(NumberFormat.getInstance(locale.UK));
MyAxisCh.setChartAttributes(yAxisD);

To return the default currency format of the current or specified locale, use the 
setNumberFormat( ) method with the NumberFormat.getCurrencyInstance( ) 
method. The following example returns the currency format for the specified locale, 
the United Kingdom (UK):

NumAxisDesc yAxisD = new NumAxisDesc();
yAxisD.setNumberFormat(NumberFormat.getCurrencyInstance(locale.UK));
MyAxisCh.setChartAttributes(yAxisD);

The following figure shows the Y-axis numbers formatted with the default currency 
symbol for the United Kingdom:

3.7 Adding Annotations and Point Labels
Annotations are character strings that highlight or describe specific points of a 
series. Annotations appear inside a bounding rectangle, with a connector drawn 
between the rectangle to the series coordinate. Point labels are labels placed at the 
top of a bar or inside a bar to display the numeric value of the data point. Point 
labels are valid only with vertical or horizontal bar charts.

You can use annotations to highlight particular points on a chart, such as when the 
government raises or lowers prime interest rates. To define annotations for axis 
charts, you use the setSeriesAnnotations( ) method of the AxisChart class.

The following example defines two annotations for a Y-axis series, maps them to 
specific timestamps, then sets them for the series:
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String annotations[] = new String[] {"Split 3:2", Split 2:1"};
java.sql.Date AnnotTimestamps[] = new java.sql.Date[2];
AnnotTimestamps[0] = MonthlyTimestamp[2];
AnnotTimestamps[1] = MonthlyTimestamp[6];
MyAxisCh.setSeriesAnnotations(AnnotTimestamps, annotations);

The following figure shows a line chart with annotations:

For information about adding annotations that pop up when a user takes an action, 
such as clicking a chart element, see Section 5.1.2.1. 

To add point labels to a bar chart, use one of the following methods:

■ To add exterior point labels (labels placed outside the bar), use the 
setSeriesPointLabels( ) method of the AxisChart class, as shown in the following 
example:

MyAxisCh.setSeriesPointLabels("usexports");

The following figure shows a chart that uses exterior point labels. It also 
disables the Y-axis labels using the setYAxisLabelsOff( ) method.
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■ To add interior point labels (labels placed within the bar), use the 
setPointLabelsInterior( ) method of the BarDesc class, as well as the 
setSeriesPointLabels( ) method, as shown in the following example:

MyAxisCh.setSeriesPointLabels("usexports");
BarDesc barD2 = new BarDesc();
barD2.setPointLabelsInterior();
MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphic("usexports", barD2);

The following figure shows a horizontal bar chart that uses interior point labels:
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For more information about adding annotations and point labels to axis charts, see 
the API documentation, especially the AxisChart and BarDesc classes.
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Building More Complex Static Charts

This chapter describes how to create more complex static charts and additional 
ways in which you can customize charts so that they present your data in the most 
appropriate graphical form.

This chapter describes the following topics:

■ Building Multiple-Series Charts, including multiple-line charts, multiple-area 
charts, stacked bar charts, clustered bar charts, and charts with mixed graph 
types, mixed-frequency data, and dual axes

■ Customizing Legends in Axis Charts

■ Customizing Legends and Labels in Pie Charts

■ Building Charts with More Timestamps than Data Values

■ Building Subcharts

4.1 Building Multiple-Series Charts
With Chart Builder, you can display multiple series of data in a single chart when 
the series share at least some of the same timestamps, but have different data 
values. You can create the following types of multiple-series charts:

■ Multiple-series line or area charts. See Section 4.1.1.

■ Clustered bar charts and stacked bar charts. See Section 4.1.2. 

■ Mixed graph-type charts. See Section 4.1.3.

■ Dual-axis charts. See Section 4.1.4.

■ Mixed-frequency charts. See Section 4.1.5.
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To create multiple-series charts, you make multiple calls to the setYSeries( ) method 
(or to other methods that load the Y-axis series, such as the setHiLoCloseSeries( ) 
method).

4.1.1 Building Multiple-Series Line and Area Charts
To build a multiple-series line or area chart, you make multiple calls to the methods, 
such as the setYSeries( ) method, that load data into the Y-axis series. For example, 
to load import data for both Mexico and Japan into the same chart, you use the code 
similar to the following:

MyAxisCh.setYSeries("Japan", ImportsJapan);
MyAxisCh.setYSeries("Mexico", ImportsMexico);

To differentiate between the two series, you can set the color of each series, as 
shown in the following example:

MyAxisCh.setSeriesColor("Japan", Color.red);
MyAxisCh.setSeriesColor("Mexico", Color.blue);

The following figure shows the resulting multiple-series line chart:

By default, Chart Builder positions the legends in the lower right corner of the chart 
background. For information about changing attributes of the legend, including the 
positioning, see Section 4.2.

To load multiple series into an area chart, you use the same methods as for line 
charts. The only difference is that you set the graph type to AREA, as shown in the 
following example:
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MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("Japan", AxisChart.AREA);
MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("Mexico", AxisChart.AREA);

The resulting chart uses the series colors as defined with the setSeriesColor( ) 
method as the line color, but it uses the default gray as the color of the area, as 
shown in the following figure:

To set the color of the area for each series, you allocate an AreaDesc descriptor 
object for each series and then pass the object to the chart using the 
setSeriesGraphic( ) method, as shown in the following example:

// Use an AreaDesc descriptor object to set the area and line color and the
// line width for the Japan series.
AreaDesc desc1 = new AreaDesc();
desc1.setLineColor(Color.black);
desc1.setAreaColor(myGreen);
desc1.setLineWidth(2);

// Pass the descriptor object to the chart. 
MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphic("Japan", desc1);

// Use an AreaDesc descriptor object to set the area and line color and the
// line width for the Mexico series. 
AreaDesc desc2 = new AreaDesc();
desc2.setLineColor(Color.black);
desc2.setAreaColor(myOrange);
desc2.setLineWidth(2);

// Pass the descriptor object to the chart. 
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MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphic("Mexico", desc2);

The following figure shows the resulting chart:

You can modify an area chart to make an area transparent, which allows the 
underlying grid to show through and shows the intersections of areas in 
multiple-series area chart.

To make an area transparent, you use the setAreaTransparency( ) method of the 
AreaDesc class. You pass a float value (between 0.0 and 1.0) as a parameter to the 
method. A value of 1.0 is completely opaque; a value of 0.0 is fully transparent.

The following code, added to the AreaDesc descriptor objects for the Mexico and 
Japan series, sets the transparency of each area to 0.5: 

desc1.setAreaTransparency(.5f);
desc2.setAreaTransparency(.5f);
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The following figure shows the resulting chart:

Note that the data from only 2000 and 2001 is shown to display intersections of data 
more clearly.

4.1.2 Building Clustered and Stacked Bar Charts
Chart Builder supports two types of multiple-series bar charts: clustered bar charts 
and stacked bar charts. To build either type of chart, you make multiple calls to the 
setYSeries( ) method, as you do for multiple-series line or area charts.

The following example, which creates a clustered bar chart, shows the calls to the 
setYSeries( ) method and to the setSeriesGraphType( ) method to set the graph type 
to BAR:

// Load the data into multiple series.
MyAxisCh.setYSeries("Japan", ImportsJapan);
MyAxisCh.setYSeries("Mexico", ImportsMexico);

//Set the graph type to BAR for each series.
MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("Japan", AxisChart.BAR);
MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("Mexico", AxisChart.BAR);

To differentiate between the two series, you can set the color of each series, as 
shown in the following example:

MyAxisCh.setSeriesColor("Japan", myOrange);
MyAxisCh.setSeriesColor("Mexico", myGreen);
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The following figure shows the resulting clustered bar chart:

Alternatively, you can specify a stacked bar chart, as shown in the following 
example: 

// Set the graph type to BAR_STACKED for each series.
MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("Japan", AxisChart.BAR_STACKED);
MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("Mexico", AxisChart.BAR_STACKED);

The following figure shows the resulting stacked bar chart:

4.1.3 Building Charts with Mixed Graph Types
You can combine different graph types in one chart. For example, you can combine 
a line for one series and a bar for another series into the same chart. To do so, 
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change the graph type of one or more of the series, as shown in the following 
example: 

// Set the graph type to LINE for one series, to BAR for the other.
MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("Japan", AxisChart.LINE);
MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("Mexico", AxisChart.BAR);

The following figure shows a chart with mixed graph types:

4.1.4 Building Dual-Axis Charts
You may want to combine multiple series in one chart, but want to place each series 
on a separate vertical scale. In this case, you can use a dual-axis chart, where the 
labels for one Y-axis series are represented on the Y-axis on the left side of the chart, 
and the labels for the other Y-axis series are represented on the Y-axis on the right 
side of the chart.

To build a dual-axis chart, you use the setYSeriesAxis2( ) method to assign a series 
to the second axis. By default, the first axis is displayed on the right side of the 
chart; the second axis is displayed on the left side of the chart. 

The following example shows an excerpt that loads multiple series and assigns the 
series named USGS to the second axis:

// Load data into the two Y-axis series.
AxisCh.setYSeries("USGS", ImportsGoodsServices);
AxisCh.setYSeries("Japan", ImportsJapan);
    
// Set the graph type for each series. 
MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("Japan", AxisChart.LINE);
AxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("USGS", AxisChart.BAR);
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// Assign the series named "USGS" to the second Y-axis.
MyAxisCh.setYSeriesAxis2("USGS");

The following figure shows the resulting dual-axis chart:

4.1.5 Building Mixed-Frequency Charts
You may want to combine multiple series in one chart, but the data for each series 
may not contain timestamps at the same frequency. For example, you can create a 
chart where one Y-axis series contains data that is associated with monthly 
timestamps, while another Y-axis series contains data that is associated with 
quarterly data. To do so, take the following steps:

1. Load the higher frequency timestamps, in this case the monthly timestamps, 
into the chart using the setXSeries( ) method. In the following example, the 
array MonthlyDates has been defined in the application.

MyAxisCh.setXSeries(MonthlyDates); 

2. Load the Y-axis series associated with the monthly timestamps, as shown in the 
following example:

MyAxisCh.setYSeries("Japan", ImportsJapan);

3. Using the setYSeriesSparse( ) method, load the Y-axis series associated with the 
quarterly timestamps. In the following example, QuaterlyDates is the name of 
the array of timestamps representing the quarterly timestamps and 
ImpGoodsServices is the name of the Y-axis series:
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AxisCh.setYSeriesSparse("USGS", QuarterlyDates, ImpGoodsServices);

See Section 4.4.3 for more information about using the setYSeriesSparse( ) 
method.

The following figure shows the resulting mixed-frequency chart:

Note that, in creating this chart, the setYSeriesAxis2( ) method is used to specify a 
dual-axis chart. See Section 4.1.4 for information about dual-axis charts.

4.2 Customizing Legends in Axis Charts
By default, Chart Builder displays legends in axis charts when there is more than 
one Y-axis series in the chart. The legend is placed outside the plot area, at the 
bottom of the chart. 

You can use Chart Builder methods to control the placement of legends in axis 
charts and to customize their attributes, such as the fonts and foreground, 
background, and edge colors. In addition, you can force a chart that has only one 
Y-axis series to display a legend, and you can disable the display of a legend for a 
multiple-series chart.

By default for multiple-series charts, Chart Builder displays a legend at the bottom 
(SOUTH) of a chart, outside the plot area. You can control the placement by using 
the setLegendAlignment( ) and setLegendInside( ) methods of the Legend class. The 
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supported alignments depend on whether the legend is displayed outside or inside 
plot area. The following alignments are supported:

■ Outside the plot area: 

– Legend.SOUTH: Below the plot area

– Legend.EAST: To the right of the plot area

■ Inside the plot area: 

– Legend.NORTH: The top of the plot area

– Legend.SOUTH: The bottom of the plot area

– Legend.EAST: The right side of the plot area

– Legend.WEST: The left side of the plot area

– Legend.NORTHEAST: The upper right side of the plot area

– Legend.SOUTHEAST: The lower right side of the plot area

– Legend.NORTHWEST: The upper left side of the plot area

– Legend.SOUTHWEST: The lower left side of the plot area

The following example positions the legend inside the plot area, on the upper left 
side. In addition, it sets the font of the legend.

MyAxisCh.setLegendInside();
MyAxisCh.setLegendAlignment(Legend.NORTHWEST);
MyAxisCh.setLegendFont(new java.awt.Font("Serif", Font.PLAIN, 9));

The following figure shows the axis chart with the repositioned legend:
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To disable the displaying of a legend, use the setLegendDisable( ) method, as shown 
in the following example:

MyAxisCh.setLegendDisable();

For information about other methods for customizing legends in axis charts, see the 
API documentation, especially the Legend class.

For more examples of customizing legends, see the legend subdirectory in Chart 
Builder demos directory.

4.3 Customizing Legends and Labels in Pie Charts
By default, Chart Builder places the user-defined labels inside the pie slices. If none 
of the labels fit inside the pie slices, Chart Builder places the labels in a color-coded 
legend. 

You can control the placement of the labels; the information contained in the labels; 
the display of a legend and its attributes, such as the font; and the foreground, 
background, and edge colors.

4.3.1 Customizing Legends in Pie Charts
To specify that a pie chart display a legend and to control its placement, you use the 
setLegendAlignment( ) method of the Legend class. For pie charts, the following 
alignments are supported:

■ Legend.NORTH: Above the pie chart.

■ Legend.SOUTH: Below the pie chart.

■ Legend.EAST: To the right of the pie chart.

■ Legend.WEST: To the left of the pie chart.

■ Legend.DERIVED: The default alignment. DERIVED means that Chart Builder 
will position the legend in the SOUTH or EAST, depending on the size of the 
frame and the size of the pie chart.

In addition, you can use methods of the Legend class to set the foreground, 
background, and edge color of the legend.

The following example positions the legend to the left side (WEST) of the pie chart 
and it sets the color of the bounding box for the legend to black:

MyPieCh.setLegendAlignment(Legend.WEST);
MyPieCh.setLegendEdgeColor(Color.black);
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The following figure shows the resulting pie chart:

As the preceding figure shows, if Chart Builder cannot fit all of the labels in one 
column in the legend, it divides the labels into two or more columns.

4.3.2 Customizing Labels in Pie Charts
By default, Chart Builder labels the pie slices with the names you provide in an 
array of PieSliceDesc descriptors. You can customize the information used as a label 
in the following ways:

■ Each label can be extended with the numerical value associated with each pie 
slice by using the setDeriveLabelVal( ) method. You can control the numerical 
precision of the derived label value and format the number using currency 
formats and number separators. 

■ Each label can be extended with the percentage represented by the pie slice by 
using the setDeriveLabelPct( ) method. You can control the numerical precision 
of the derived label percentage. 

■ Label pie slices with the data value by using the setLabelInteriorVal( ) method. 
The user-defined labels are placed in a legend. This method invokes the 
setDeriveLabelVal( ) method.
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■ Label pie slices with the percentage of the pie represented by the slice by using 
the setLabelInteriorPct( ). The user-defined labels are placed in a legend. This 
method invokes the setDeriveLabelPct( ) method.

When you use the setLabelInteriorVal( ) or setLabelInteriorPct( ) method, Chart 
Builder displays the user-defined names in a legend, even if you do not specify the 
setLegendAlignment( ) method.

The following example shows how to label pie slices with the value of each slice 
using the default currency format:

// Use NumberFormat to get the currency format.
nf = NumberFormat.getCurrencyInstance();
// Add the value to the label for each slice.
MyPieCh.setDeriveLabelVal(nf);

The following figure shows the pie chart with the values added to the labels. It adds 
the value to the names you provide in an array of PieSliceDesc descriptors.

The following example shows how to label pie slices with the percentage, to a 
precision of 2, that is represented by each slice. It adds the percentage to the names 
you provide in an array of PieSliceDesc descriptors.

// Use NumberFormat to get the percentage.
nf = NumberFormat.getPercentInstance();
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// Set the precision to 2.
nf.setMinimumFractionDigits(2);
// Add the percentage to the label for each slice.
MyPieCh.setDeriveLabelPct(nf);

The following figure shows the pie chart with the percentages added to the labels:

You can label the pie slices with the value or the percentage and place the 
user-defined labels in a legend. The following example uses the 
setLabelInteriorVal( ) method to label the slices with the values and the 
setDeriveLabelVal( ) method to display the currency format:

// Use NumberFormat to get the currency format.
nf = NumberFormat.getCurrencyInstance();
// Add the value to the label for each slice.
MyPieCh.setDeriveLabelVal(nf);
// Label the slices with the value only and 
// put the user-defined names in a legend.
MyPieCh.setLabelInteriorVal();

The following figure shows the resulting pie chart with the values displayed in the 
pie slices and the user-defined labels displayed in a legend:
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For information about other methods for customizing legends and labels in pie 
charts, see the API documentation, especially the Legend class.

For more examples of customizing legends and labels, see the legend subdirectory 
in Chart Builder demos directory.

4.4 Building Charts with More Timestamps than Data Values
By default, Chart Builder labels timestamps for the data values in the chart, if all of 
the timestamps can fit on the axis. However, you can build charts with irregular 
series, such as where data is missing for timestamps at the beginning, the end, or 
interspersed in the middle of the range of timestamps. 

To build these charts, see the following sections: 

■ To build a chart where there is no data for the ending timestamps, but the Y-axis 
series is mapped sequentially starting with the first timestamp, see Section 4.4.1.

■ To build a chart where there is no data for the beginning timestamps, but the 
Y-axis series is mapped sequentially starting after the first timestamps, see 
Section 4.4.2.

■ To build a chart where there is no data for some of the timestamps and the data 
is not mapped sequentially to the timestamps (a sparse series), see Section 4.4.3.
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4.4.1 Building Charts with Missing Data at the End of a Chart
When you use the standard setXSeries( ) and setYSeries( ) methods and you supply 
more timestamps than Y-axis values, Chart Builder maps the Y-axis series values to 
the timestamps, beginning with the first timestamp. Timestamps at the end of the 
chart will be missing associated values.

For example, if you have timestamps for each month of the year, but you do not 
have data values for November and December, Chart Builder correctly associates 
the data with the first ten months of the year. You use the setXSeries( ) method to 
load more timestamps than data and the standard setYSeries( ) method to load the 
data. 

The following example uses the frequency-based setXSeries( ) method to load 
monthly timestamps from 1999-01-01 to 2001-12-01 into the X-axis. Then, it uses the 
standard setYSeries( ) method to load data into the Y-axis. Data is available for all 
months in 1999 and 2000, but not for the last four months of 2001.

MyAxisCh.setXSeries(Calendar.MONTH,
                   java.sql.Date.valueOf("1999-01-01"),
                   java.sql.Date.valueOf("2001-12-01")
                   1);
// Load the Y-axis series.
MyAxisCh.setYSeries("Japan", ImportsJapan); 

The following figure illustrates the resulting chart, one with data for the beginning 
timestamps, but without data for the ending timestamps, the last four months of 
2001:
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4.4.2 Building Charts with Missing Data at the Beginning of a Chart
You can build a chart where there is no data to associate with the timestamps at the 
beginning of the chart, but the data is mapped sequentially to the timestamps. 

For example, you have data for the last six months of 1999 and all of 2000. However, 
to make this chart consistent with other charts, you want to display timestamps for 
all months in 1999 and 2000. To build the chart, you use the setYSeries( ) method 
with the startDate parameter, as shown in the following example:

// This example uses the frequency-based method to load the timestamps.
MyAxisCh.setXSeries(Calendar.MONTH,
                   java.sql.Date.valueOf("1999-01-01"),
                   java.sql.Date.valueOf("2000-12-01"),
                   1);
// Load the Y-axis series and set the start date to "1999-07-01".
MyAxisCh.setYSeries("Japan", ImportsJapan, 
                     java.sql.Date.valueOf("1999-07-01"));

The following figure shows the resulting chart:

4.4.3 Building a Sparse Series Chart
A sparse series chart is a chart where there is no data for some of the timestamps 
and the data cannot be mapped sequentially to the timestamps. For example, you 
may want the chart to display all of the months in a year although you do not have 
data for the months of February, June, July, and December. To create a sparse series 
chart, you use the setYSeriesSparse( ) method.
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To label more timestamps than data values, you take the following steps:

1. Load the full range of timestamps. In the following example, the 
frequency-based setXSeries( ) method loads timestamps for each month of one 
year:

MyAxisCh.setXSeries(Calendar.MONTH,
                   java.sql.Date.valueOf("2001-01-01"),
                   java.sql.Date.valueOf("2001-12-01"),
                    1);

2. Define an array of timestamps that map to the data values. The following 
example defines an array of 4 timestamps:

java.sql.Date sparseTimestamps[] = {java.sql.Date.valueOf("2001-01-01"),
                                     java.sql.Date.valueOf("2001-02-01"),
                                     java.sql.Date.valueOf("2001-03-01"),
                                     java.sql.Date.valueOf("2001-11-01")
                                    };

3. Load the Y-axis series associated with the timestamps by using the 
setYSeriesSparse( ) method. In the following example, the array sparseValues 
contains 4 data values:

double sparseValues[] = {10.0, 22.5, 6.0, 4.5};
 
// Load the Y-axis series associated with the timestamps.
MyAxisCh.setYSeriesSparse("series0", sparseTimestamps, sparseValues);

The following figure shows a chart displaying the sparse values:
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Note that you use the setYSeriesSparse( ) method to construct mixed-frequency 
charts, as discussed in Section 4.1.5.

4.5 Building Subcharts
Subcharts stack one chart above another. They are commonly used to display 
market data in the top subchart and volume data in the bottom subchart.

To create subcharts, you take the following basic steps:

1. Load the timestamps using the setXSeries( ) method. You use the same set of 
timestamps for both charts.

2. Load the data for the Y-axis series for the top chart. You can use any of the 
methods that load the Y-axis series, such as setYSeries( ) or 
setOpenHiLoClose( ). 

3. Create a subchart using the setSubChart( ) method. The following example 
creates a subchart named subchart1:

// Create a new subchart to display the volume.
MyAxisCh.setSubChart("subchart1");

4. Load the data for the subchart by using the setYSeries( ) method or the methods 
to load data into a stock chart, such as the setOpenHiLoClose( ) method. The 
following example uses the setYSeries( ) method to load volume data:

MyAxisCh.setYSeries("Volume", Volume);

Note that all series names must be unique.

5. By default, the height of both charts are equal. To alter the height of the 
subchart, use the setSubchartHeightFraction( ) method, as shown in the 
following example:

MyAxisCh.setSubChartHeightFraction("subchart1", 0.4);

The following figure shows a subchart that uses the methods described in the 
preceding list. In addition, it uses the setSeriesColor( ) method to set the color of the 
subchart series to blue and the setYAxisLabelsOff( ) method to disable the display of 
the labels for the Volume Y-axis series. 
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You can also set the space separating all subcharts by using the 
setSubChartSeparatorHeight( ) method. For more information about subcharts, see 
the API documentation.
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Building Interactive and Dynamic Charts

With Chart Builder, you can create interactive and dynamic charts. Interactive 
charts detect mouse movement over chart elements and associate that movement 
with particular actions, such as highlighting a bar or drilling down to another chart. 
Dynamic charts can load data that is not defined when the application is created, 
and they can update the data as it is refreshed.

This chapter discusses the following topics:

■ Building Interactive Charts using image maps or the Chart Builder event model

■ Building Dynamic Charts

5.1 Building Interactive Charts
You can build interactive charts using Java applications, Java applets, servlets, and 
JavaServer Pages. In addition, you can deploy interactive charts in HTML pages: 

■ For HTML pages that do not rely on running Java in the browser, Chart Builder 
supports interactive charts that use chart image maps that you can 
automatically generate using Chart Builder. See Section 5.1.1.

■ For Java applications, Java applets, JavaServer Pages (JSP), and servlets, Chart 
Builder supports an event model that allows your application to detect mouse 
movement (events) over chart elements, such as the mouse entry and exit from 
individual bars. When the event occurs, your application can take an action, 
such as drilling down to another chart or highlighting the bar. See Section 5.1.2.

5.1.1 Building Interactive Charts Using Image Maps
For HTML pages that do not rely on running Java in the browser, Chart Builder 
supports interactive charts by generating image maps. 
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When you generate image maps with Chart Builder, the hotspot areas are 
automatically defined. Each pie slice in a pie chart, each bar in a bar chart, each 
point on a line chart or area chart, or each group of values representing one time 
period on a stock chart is defined as a hotspot area in the image map. 

Chart Builder lets you associate mouse-related events on the hotspot areas of the 
image with various actions. For example, when the mouse pointer is positioned 
over a bar in a bar chart, you can drill down to a more detailed chart, by using 
image replacement or a reference to a URL. 

With Chart Builder, you can associate the following events with areas in an image 
map:

■ Mouse-click events: The mouse is clicked in a hotspot area.

■ Mouse-over events: The mouse pointer is positioned over a hotspot area.

■ Mouse-out events: The mouse pointer moves out of a hotspot area. 

When an event occurs, Chart Builder supports loading a specific URL in a new 
browser window or replacing one image with another image in the same HTML 
page. 

The following table shows the events supported by Chart Builder. Each of the 
methods enables the generation of a different block of HTML code. These HTML 
block codes define HTML event handlers associated with each hot spot.

Note: Chart Builder supports both client-side and server-side 
image maps. For the most part, you use the same Chart Builder 
methods for either type of image map.

Event Method Event Handler Description

Mouse click getHrefDesc( ) href Specifies a URL to invoke when the 
mouse is clicked. This is the default event 
handler.

Use it to navigate to a different HTML 
page.

Mouse click getOnClickDesc( ) onClick Specifies an action to invoke when the 
mouse is clicked.

Use this handler to specify that a named 
image be replaced by another. 
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Each hotspot area can respond to more than one mouse event. For example, when a 
mouse-over event occurs, a bar chart can be displayed to the right of the image 
map. When a mouse-click event occurs, a line chart can be displayed instead. 

To create an image map with Chart Builder, you take the following basic steps:

1. Define the attributes of the image map. First, allocate an ImageMapDesc object. 
Using the descriptor object, you can define attributes, such as the name of the 
image map, the mouse-event handlers to be used, the path to be prepended to a 
file name, and the target browser window.

The following image map descriptor names the image map imports. It also 
specifies the href event handler, a prefix and extension for the URL, and the 
target window for the link.

// Create an image map descriptor object.
ImageMapDesc desc = new ImageMapDesc();

// Name the image map.
desc.setMapName("imports");

// Using the href event handler, set the prefix of the hyperlink.
// The directory "bars/" is prepended to the map name.
desc.getHrefDesc().setHyperLinkPrefix("bars/");

// Set the extension of the URL to .gif.
desc.getHrefDesc().setHyperLinkExtension(".gif");

// Specify that the link open in a new unnamed window.
desc.getHrefDesc().setTarget("_blank");

Mouse over getOnMouseOverDesc( ) onMouseOver Specifies an action to invoke when the 
mouse is positioned over a hotspot area.

Use this handler to specify that a named 
image be replaced by another named 
image. 

Mouse out getOnMouseOutDesc( ) onMouseOut Specifies an action to invoke when the 
mouse moves out of a hotspot area.

Use this handler to specify that a named 
image be replaced by another named 
image. 

Event Method Event Handler Description
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2. Enable the image map. For client-side image maps, use the 
setEnableImageMapCS( ) method. For server-side image maps, use the 
setEnableImageMapSS( ) method. Invoke one or both methods before invoking 
the drawBuffer( ) method.

The following code enables a client-side image map and creates the chart:

// Enable the generation of the client-side image map,
// passing the image map descriptor parameter.
MyPieCh.setEnableImageMapCS(desc);

// Create the chart.
MyPieCh.drawBuffer(g2); 

3. Retrieve the generated image map. For client-side image maps, use the 
getImageMapCS( ) method. For server-side image maps, use the 
getImageMapSS( ) method. Invoke either method after the drawBuffer( ) 
method.

The following code retrieves a client-side image map, returning a character 
array that defines an image map:

// Retrieve the client-side image map.
char imageMap[] = MyPieCh.getImageMapCS();

4. Insert the generated image map into an HTML document and associate the 
image map with the appropriate image. For example, to associate the hotspot 
image with the image map for a client-side image map, use code similar to the 
following:

<IMG SRC="clickurl.gif" align=center hspace=5 usemap="#imports">

Axis charts and pie charts use most of the same methods and descriptors to 
generate image maps.

Use the ImageMapDesc descriptor to define the attributes of the image map. Note 
the following points about specifying the image map attributes:

■ The setMapName( ) method, part of the ImageMapDesc class, defines the map 
name.

■ Chart Builder uses the attributes to construct the URL for the hyperlink for each 
area, creating hyperlinks that are numerically sequenced. To construct the URL, 
Chart Builder uses the following format: 

<Prefix><HyperlinkName><Sequence_Number><Extension>
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Use the methods of the SequencedHyperLinkDesc class to specify parts of the 
URL:

– Prefix: The setHyperLinkPrefix( ) method adds a prefix to the hyperlink. 
You can use this method to specify the path of a hyperlink. The default is a 
null string.

– HyperlinkName: For pie charts, Chart Builder uses the map name by 
default to define the HyperlinkName. For axis charts, Chart Builder uses 
the series name by default as the HyperlinkName.

You can override the default by using the setHyperLinkName( ) method.

– Sequence_Number: Chart Builder assigns a sequence number to each area, 
such as a slice in a pie chart or a bar in a bar chart. By default, the sequence 
numbers start with 0. You can override the default by using the 
setHyperLinkStartIndex( ) method.

– Extension: The setHyperLinkExtension( ) method specifies a file 
extension for the hyperlink. The default is .html.

For a pie chart, the image map contains an HTML area specification for each pie 
slice. For an axis chart, the image map contains an HTML area specification for each 
bar on a bar chart, each point on a line chart or area chart, or each group of values 
representing one time period on a stock chart.

Consider an example where the pie chart contains three slices, the image map is 
named imports, and the href event handler is used. Chart Builder generates an 
image map similar to the following:

<!-- Client-Side Image Map             -->
<!-- Generated by Oracle Chart Builder  -->
< map name="imports">
<area shape=poly coords=100,111,169,111,168,...84,32,99,100,111
href=#myanchor onClick="document.images[’barchart’].src=’bars/imports0.gif’ ">
<area shape=poly coords=100,111,32,99,31,...177,98,180,100,111
href=#myanchor onClick="document.images[’barchart’].src=’bars/imports1.gif’ ">
<area shape=poly coords=100,111,98,180,111,...169,111,100,111
href=#myanchor onClick="document.images[’barchart’].src=’bars/imports2.gif’ ">
</map>

The following example shows a Java application that creates an image map. When a 
mouse click occurs on a pie slice, the image map replaces an existing chart with one 
associated with the clicked pie slice:

 .
 .
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        // Load the data for each pie slice.
         MyMapPieCh.setSeries(USExports);

         // Create a buffered image.
         BufferedImage bi = new BufferedImage(Ch_width, 
                           Ch_height, BufferedImage.TYPE_BYTE_INDEXED);
         Graphics2D g2 = bi.createGraphics();

         // Enable the generation of a client-side image map.
         ImageMapDesc desc = new ImageMapDesc();                         [1]
         desc.setMapName("imports");                                     [2]

         // Assert a fixed href.
         // This prevents the page from being reloaded when the mouse is
         // clicked.     
         desc.setFixedHref("#myanchor");                                 [3]

         // Define the name of the replacement image.
         desc.setReplacementImageName("barchart");                       [4]

         // Enable the onClick event handler.
         desc.getOnClickDesc().setEnable();                          [5] [6]

         // Set the path prefix and extension of the sequenced URL.
         desc.getOnClickDesc().setHyperLinkPrefix("bars/");              [7]
         desc.getOnClickDesc().setHyperLinkExtension(".gif");            [8]

         // Enable a client-side image map.
         MyMapPieCh.setEnableImageMapCS(desc);                           [9]

         // For file encoding.
         MyMapPieCh.drawBuffer(g2); 

         // Retrieve the image map and write it to a file.
         char imageMap[] = MyMapPieCh.getImageMapCS();                  [10]
         writeImageMapFile("clickreplacemap.html", imageMap);

         EncodeGifFile(bi, "clickreplace.gif");
 .
 .
 .

The numbers in the example correspond to the numbers in the following list, which 
describes the example in detail:
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1. A new image map descriptor object, desc, is created.

2. The setMapName( ) method defines the map name to be imports. This name 
is used in the generated image map and to define the HyperlinkName portion 
of the sequenced hyperlink URL.

3. The setFixedHref( ) method provides an anchor to the current page. Without 
this method, the image map would link to another page, instead of only 
replacing an image on the page. 

4. The setReplacementImageName( ) method specifies that the image named 
barchart be replaced when the mouse is clicked on a pie slice. 

5. The getOnClickDesc( ) method specifies that the onClick event handler will be 
used. 

6. The setEnable( ) method enables the onClick event handler and generates the 
specified action in the image map. 

7. The setHyperLinkPrefix( ) method specifies that the prefix bars/ be added to 
the URL for the hyperlink.

8. The setHyperLinkExtension( ) method specifies that the file extension .gif be 
added to the URL for the hyperlink.

9. The setEnableImageMapCS( ) method enables a client-side image map. You 
must invoke this method before invoking the drawBuffer( ) method.

10. The getImageMapCS( ) method retrieves a client-side image map. Then, the 
image map is written to a file using the writeImageMapFile( ) method.

This example generates the following image map:

<!-- Client-Side Image Map             -->
<!-- Generated by Oracle Chart Builder        -->
<map name="imports"> 
< map name="imports">
<area shape=poly coords=100,111,169,111,168,...84,32,99,100,111
href=#myanchor onClick="document.images[’barchart’].src=’bars/imports0.gif’ ">
<area shape=poly coords=100,111,32,99,31,...177,98,180,100,111
href=#myanchor onClick="document.images[’barchart’].src=’bars/imports1.gif’ ">
<area shape=poly coords=100,111,98,180,111,...169,111,100,111
href=#myanchor onClick="document.images[’barchart’].src=’bars/imports2.gif’ ">
</map>

Subsequently, Web page designers can insert the image map into an HTML page 
and associate it with the proper image. In addition, they specify the name of the 
image to be replaced. The following excerpt from an HTML page shows the coding:
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<IMG SRC="clickreplace.gif" align=center hspace=5 usemap="#imports">
<IMG NAME="barchart" SRC="bars/imports0.gif" align=top hspace=5>

Note that this example assumes that the replacement charts, such as import0.gif, 
have been generated in advance.

The following figure shows an HTML page that contains the image map:

When you click on a pie slice in the chart on the left, the associated bar chart is 
displayed on the right.

Building an interactive axis chart using image maps is similar to creating an 
interactive pie chart. The primary difference is that Chart Builder uses the series 
name, rather than the map name, in constructing the sequenced hyperlink.

The following example builds an interactive axis chart that contains two series: 

 .
 .
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   // Create a new AxisChart object.
   AxisChart MyAxisCh = new AxisChart();
 
   // Set the size and background of the chart.
   MyAxisCh.setSize(Chart_width, Chart_height);
   MyAxisCh.setPlotBackground(lightGray);
   MyAxisCh.setChartAttributes(yAxisD);
    
   // Load the timestamps.
   MyAxisCh.setXSeries(AnnualDates);

   // Load data into two Y-axis series. 
   MyAxisCh.setYSeries("US Unemployment", USAnnualUnemployment);                   [1]
   MyAxisCh.setYSeries("NH Unemployment", NHAnnualUnemployment);

   MyAxisCh.setSeriesColor("NH Unemployment", lightGreen);

   // Specify a bar chart.
   MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("US Unemployment", AxisChart.BAR);
   MyAxisCh.setSeriesGraphType("NH Unemployment", AxisChart.BAR);

   MyAxisCh.getTitle().setText("Unemployment Rates");
   MyAxisCh.getFootnote().setText("Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics");

   MyAxisCh.setLegendInside();
   MyAxisCh.setLegendAlignment(Legend.NORTHEAST);
     
   // Note - Use TYPE_BYTE_INDEXED for color .gifs.
   BufferedImage bi = new BufferedImage(Chart_width, Chart_height, 
                           BufferedImage.TYPE_BYTE_INDEXED);
   Graphics2D g2 = null; 
   g2 = bi.createGraphics();

   // Define attributes of the client-side image map.
   ImageMapDesc desc = new ImageMapDesc();                                         [2]
   desc.setMapName("unemployment");                                                [3]

   // Assert a fixed href.
   //This prevents the page from being reloaded when the mouse is clicked.     
   desc.setFixedHref("#myanchor");                                                 [4]

   // Define the name of the replacement image.
   desc.setReplacementImageName("expanded");                                       [5]

   // Enable the onMouseOver event handler. 
   desc.getOnMouseOverDesc().setEnable();                                      [6] [7]

   // Set the path prefix and extension of the sequenced URL.
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   desc.getOnMouseOverDesc().setHyperLinkPrefix("monthly/");                       [8]
   desc.getOnMouseOverDesc().setHyperLinkExtension(".gif");                        [9]

   // Enable the generation of a client-side image map.
   MyAxisCh.setEnableImageMapCS(desc);                                            [10]

   // For file encoding.
   MyAxisCh.drawBuffer(g2); 

   imageMap = MyAxisCh.getImageMapCS();                                           [11]
   writeImageMapFile("imagemapcs.html", imageMap);

   EncodeGifFile(bi, "samplecs.gif");
 .
 .
 .

The numbers in the example correspond to the numbers in the following list, which 
describes the example in detail:

1. The names of the Y-axis series defined by the setYSeries( ) method are used by 
Chart Builder as the HyperlinkName portion of the sequenced hyperlink URL.

2. A new image map descriptor object, desc, is created.

3. The setMapName( ) method defines the map name to be unemployment. This 
name is used in the generated image map.

4. The setFixedHref( ) method provides an anchor to the current page. Without 
this method, the image map would link to another page, instead of replacing an 
image on the page. 

5. The setReplacementImageName( ) method specifies that the image named 
expanded be replaced when the mouse is clicked on a bar. 

6. The getOnMouseOverDesc( ) method specifies that the onMouseOver event 
handler will be used. 

7. The setEnable( ) method enables the onClick event handler and generates the 
specified action in the image map.

8. The setHyperLinkPrefix( ) method specifies that the prefix monthly/ be added 
to the URL for the hyperlink.

9. The setHyperLinkExtension( ) method specifies that the file extension .gif be 
added to the URL for the hyperlink.

10. The setEnableImageMapCS( ) method enables a client-side image map. You 
must invoke this method before invoking the drawBuffer( ) method.
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11. The getImageMapCS( ) method retrieves a client-side image map. Then, the 
image map is written to a file, using the writeImageMapFile( ) method.

This example generates the following image map:

<!-- Client-Side Image Map             -->
<!-- Generated by Oracle Chart Builder         -->
<map name="unemployment">
 <area shape=rect coords=35,82,44,157 href=#myanchor
  onMouseOver="document.images[’expanded’].src=’monthly/US_Unemployment0.gif’ ">
 <area shape=rect coords=58,66,67,157 href=#myanchor
  onMouseOver="document.images[’expanded’].src=’monthly/US_Unemployment1.gif’ ">
 .
 .
 .
 <area shape=rect coords=251,121,260,157 href=#myanchor
  onMouseOver="document.images[’expanded’].src=’monthly/NH_Unemployment9.gif’ ">
 <area shape=rect coords=274,121,283,157 href=#myanchor
  onMouseOver="document.images[’expanded’].src=’monthly/NH_Unemployment10.gif’ ">
</map>

The following figure shows an HTML page that uses the image map:
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For more examples that build interactive charts using image maps, see the 
imagemap subdirectory of the Chart Builder demos directory. 

5.1.2 Building Interactive Charts That Use Events
Chart Builder supports mouse events on individual chart elements. For example, it 
can detect entry of the pointer into a bar or a mouse click on a bar. These capabilities 
are useful in creating interactive charts in the context of Java applications, Java 
applets, JSP, and servlets.

Because a chart is implemented as a single component (java.awt.component), Chart 
Builder provides several methods that you can use in the context of the standard 
Java event model to detect events on series elements or pie chart slices. These events 
include mouse-related events, such as entering, exiting, dragging, moving, clicking, 
pressing, and releasing.

5.1.2.1 Building Interactive Axis Charts
Chart Builder provides the AxisChartInteractive class for building interactive axis 
charts. The AxisChartInteractive class contains the following event methods for 
determining when the mouse enters or exits series elements:

■ The getSeriesElementEntered( ) method detects when the pointer enters a series 
element.   

■ The getSeriesElementExited( ) method detects when the pointer exits the series 
element. 

■ The getSeriesIndex( ) method determines the element in the series in which the 
event occurred.

■ The getSeriesIndexDesc( ) method determines the series and the element in the 
series in which the event occurred. This method is for use with charts that 
contain more than one series.

When the series element events occur, your application can take the following 
actions:

■ Take any valid Java action for a component.

■ Display an annotation for an element, such as a bar in a bar chart, using the 
setSeriesAnnotation( ) method. 

■ Remove an annotation from an element, using the 
setSeriesAnnotationRemove( ) method. 
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■ Highlight an element, using the setSeriesHighlight( ) method. You highlight an 
element by specifying a color.

■ Remove the highlighting of an element, using the setSeriesUnHighlight( ) 
method.

To build an interactive chart, you take the following basic steps:

1. Implement the java.awt.event.MouseMotionListener or the 
java.awt.event.MouseListener interface, or both.

2. Use the AxisChartInteractive class to create the chart object.

3. Register the chart object using the addMouseListener( ) or 
addMouseMotionListener( ) methods, or both. 

4. When particular mouse events occur, take an action. To take an action when a 
mouse event occurs in a series element, take the following steps: 

a. Use the Chart Builder series element event methods, such as 
getSeriesElementEntered( ) or getSeriesElementExited( ), to detect when an 
event occurs in an element. The following example uses the 
getSeriesElementEntered( ) method in an if statement:

if (MyAxisCh.getSeriesElementEntered(x,y)) { ...

b. Determine the element in which the event occurred by getting the index of 
the x, y coordinate at the screen location using the getSeriesIndex( ) or 
getSeriesIndexDesc( ) method. If the coordinate is contained in a series 
element (for example, in one of the bars in a bar chart), Chart Builder 
returns the index. The following example returns the index to the variable 
ind:

int index = MyAxisCh.getSeriesIndex(x,y);

If the chart contains more than one series, use the getSeriesIndexDesc( ) 
method. This method returns both the index and the series name. The 
following example shows how to use this method:

// Allocate a SeriesDesc descriptor object.
SeriesDesc SD = MYAxisCh.getSeriesIndexDesc(x,y);
int index = SD.getSeriesIndex();
String seriesname = SD.getSeriesName();

c. Use one of the Chart Builder series element action methods, such as the 
setSeriesHighlight( ) method, to take the action, passing the series name 
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and index to the method. The following example calls the 
setSeriesHighlight( ) method to change the color of a bar:

MyAxisCh.setSeriesHighlight("uspopulation", index, Color.orange);

The following example shows excerpts of a Java applet that creates an interactive 
chart. When the pointer enters a bar, the bar is highlighted; when the mouse is 
pressed over a bar, an annotation pops ups and the color of the bar changes. The 
applet also removes the highlighting, annotation, and color change when the 
pointer exits the bar.

import java.applet.*;
import java.lang.*;
import javax.swing.*;

import java.awt.*;
import java.awt.event.*;

import oracle.charts.*;
import oracle.charts.axischart.*;
import oracle.charts.types.*;
import oracle.charts.io.*;

import java.awt.event.MouseMotionListener;
import java.awt.event.MouseListener;
import java.awt.event.MouseEvent;

public class applet1_inter extends JApplet implements MouseListener,     [1]
                                   MouseMotionListener {
 .
 .
 .
// Initialize the applet.                                         

    // Create an interactive chart.
    AxisChartInteractive MyAxisCh = new AxisChartInteractive();          [2]

public void init() {                                                     [3]

    this.enableEvents(AWTEvent.COMPONENT_EVENT_MASK); 

    addMouseListener(this);
    addMouseMotionListener(this);
 .
 .
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 .
    bufferSize = this.getSize();

    Display_height = bufferSize.height;
    Display_width = bufferSize.width;

    MyAxisCh = createAxisChart(Display_width,  Display_height);

    if (MyAxisCh != null) {
          
        this.getContentPane().add(MyAxisCh);
        MyAxisCh.addMouseListener(this);                                 [4]
        MyAxisCh.addMouseMotionListener(this);

    }

    addMouseMotionListener(this);
      
}
 .
 .
 .
    
// Mouse Events. The first four are not used in this applet.             [5]

public void mouseDragged(MouseEvent e) {
    }
public void mouseReleased(MouseEvent e) {
    }
public void mouseClicked(MouseEvent e) {
    }
public void mouseEntered(MouseEvent e) {
    }

   
// Handle events associated with the mouse exiting the chart component. 
// On chart exit, if the previous mouse location was on a bar, 
// remove the highlighting and the annotation from the bar.
//
public void mouseExited(MouseEvent e) {                                  [6]
  int x = e.getX();
  int y = e.getY();

  try {
     if (MyAxisCh.getSeriesElementExited(x,y)) {                         [7]
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         MyAxisCh.setSeriesUnHighlight();
         MyAxisCh.setSeriesAnnotationRemove();

         this.paint(this.getGraphics());
       }
            
      } catch (ChartException e2) {
            System.out.println(e2.getMessage()); }
 }

// Handle events associated with the mouse pressed within a chart component.
// If the mouse is pressed in a bar, change the color of the bar.

public void mousePressed(MouseEvent e) {                                 [8]
      
   int x = e.getX();
   int y = e.getY();

   SeriesDesc SD = MyAxisCh.getSeriesIndexDesc(x,y);                     [9]
   int index = SD.getSeriesIndex();
   String seriesName = SD.getSeriesName();
            
   try {

       // Set the highlight color; issue a repaint command.             [10]
       MyAxisCh.setSeriesHighlight(seriesName, index, Color.blue);
       this.paint(this.getGraphics());

      } catch (ChartException e2) {
             System.out.println(e2.getMessage());
         }
 }

// Handle events associated with the mouse moving within a chart component.
//    If mouse enters a bar, highlight the bar and display an annotation.
//    If mouse exits a bar, remove the highlighting and annotation.

public void mouseMoved(MouseEvent e) {                                  [11]
      
   int x = e.getX();
   int y = e.getY();

   try {
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       if (MyAxisCh.getSeriesElementExited(x,y)) {                      [12]
                
           MyAxisCh.setSeriesUnHighlight();        
           MyAxisCh.setSeriesAnnotationRemove();

           this.paint(this.getGraphics());
       }
            
       if (MyAxisCh.getSeriesElementEntered(x,y)) {                     [13]
                
          SeriesDesc SD = MyAxisCh.getSeriesIndexDesc(x,y);             [14]
          int index = SD.getSeriesIndex();
          String seriesName = SD.getSeriesName();

          MyAxisCh.setSeriesHighlight(seriesName, index, Color.orange); [15]
          MyAxisCh.setSeriesAnnotation(seriesName, index);
          this.paint(this.getGraphics());
        }
 .
 .
 .

The numbers in the example correspond to the numbers in the following list, which 
describes the example in detail:

1. The applet implements the java.awt.event.MouseMotionListener and the 
java.awt.event.MouseListener interface.

2. The AxisChartInteractive( ) constructor creates a new interactive axis chart 
object.

3. In the init( ) method, the applet is initialized. The enableEvents( ) method 
enables Java events. 

4. The chart object is registered with the addMouseListener( ) and 
addMouseMotionListener( ) methods.

5. All Java mouse events are handled, even though some of them are not used in 
this applet.

6. The mouseExited( ) method detects when the pointer exits the chart. 

7. If the previous location of the pointer was in a series element, such as a bar, the 
getSeriesElementExited( ) method detects when the pointer exits the element. 
The setSeriesUnHighlight( ) method removes the highlighting; the 
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setSeriesAnnotationRemove( ) method removes the annotation from the 
element.

8. The mousePressed( ) method detects if the mouse is pressed. 

9. The getSeriesIndexDesc( ) method determines the element in which the pointer 
is located. The method returns the index and series name.

10. The setSeriesHighlight( ) method, using the index and series name returned 
from the getSeriesIndexDesc( ) method, changes the color of the element within 
the series.

11. The mouseMoved( ) method detects when a mouse moves.

12. If the previous location of the pointer was in a series element, such as a bar, the 
getSeriesElementExited( ) method detects when the pointer exits the element. 
The setSeriesUnHighlight( ) method removes the highlighting; the 
setSeriesAnnotationRemove( ) method removes the annotation from the 
element.

13. The getSeriesElementEntered( ) method detects if the pointer entered a series 
element.

14. The getSeriesIndexDesc( ) method determines the element in which the pointer 
is located. The method returns the index and series name.

15. The setSeriesHighlight( ) method, using the index and series name returned 
from the getSeriesIndexDesc( ) method, changes the color of the element within 
the series. The setSeriesAnnotation( ) method displays an annotation for the 
element.

The following figure shows the interactive chart when the mouse is pressed over a 
bar:
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For more examples of interactive axis charts, see the following directory: 

■ On UNIX: 

drive/chartbuilder/demos/dynamic/interact/axischart

■ On Windows NT: 

drive\chartbuilder\demos\dynamic\interact\axischart

5.1.2.2 Building Interactive Pie Charts
Chart Builder provides the PieChartInteractive class for building interactive pie 
charts. The PieChartInteractive class contains the following event methods for 
determining when the mouse pointer enters or exits a pie slice:

■ The getSliceEntered( ) method detects when the pointer enters a pie slice.

■ The getSliceExited( ) method detects when the pointer exits a pie slice.

■ The getSliceIndex( ) method determines the slice in which the event occurred. 
This method returns the index of the pie slice. 

When a pie slice event occurs, your application can take the following actions:

■ Take any valid Java action for a component.
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■ Highlight an element (a pie slice or slice label) using the setSliceHighlight( ) or 
setSliceLabelHighlight( ) method. You highlight an element by specifying a 
color.

■ Remove the highlighting of an element using the setSliceUnHighlight( ) or 
setSliceLabelUnHighlight( ) method. This method restores the slice or label to 
its original color.

To build an interactive pie chart, you take the following basic steps:

1. Implement the java.awt.event.MouseMotionListener or the 
java.awt.event.MouseListener interface, or both.

2. Use the PieChartInteractive class to create the chart object.

3. Register the chart object using the addMouseListener( ) or 
addMouseMotionListener( ) methods, or both. 

4. When particular mouse events occur, take an action. To take an action when a 
mouse event occurs in a pie slice, take the following steps: 

a. Use the Chart Builder pie slice event methods, such as getSliceEntered( ), to 
detect when an event occurs in a pie slice. The following example uses the 
getSliceEntered( ) method in an if statement:

if (MyPieCh.getSliceEntered(x,y)) { ...

b. Determine the pie slice in which the event occurred by getting the index of 
the x, y coordinate at the screen location using the getSliceIndex( ) method. 
If the coordinate is contained in a pie slice, Chart Builder returns the index. 
The following example returns the index to the variable ind:

int index = MyPieCh.getSliceIndex(x,y);

Slice index values are integers starting at 0. For example, if a pie chart has 
three slices, the slice indexes are 0, 1, 2.

c. Use one of the Chart Builder pie slice action methods, such as the 
setSliceHighlight( ) method, to take the action. You pass the index of the 
slice and a color to the method. The following example calls the 
setSliceHighlight( ) method to change the color of a pie slice:

MyPieCh.setSliceHighlight(index, Color.orange);

The following example shows excerpts of a Java application that creates an 
interactive pie chart. When the cursor enters a pie slice, the slice is highlighted; 
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when the cursor exits a pie slice, the slice returns to its original color; when the 
mouse is pressed in a pie slice, the color of the slice changes.

 . 
 .
 .
public class pie_inter extends Frame implements MouseListener,           [1]
                                      MouseMotionListener {
 .
 .
 .
    PieChartInteractive MyPieCh;

    pie_inter() {

      setSize(ChartWidth, ChartHeight + 30 );

      enableEvents(AWTEvent.COMPONENT_EVENT_MASK);                       [2]
      addMouseListener(this);                                            [3]
      addMouseMotionListener(this);

      MyPieCh = createPieChart(ChartWidth,  ChartHeight);
      this.add(MyPieCh);
      MyPieCh.addMouseListener(this);
      MyPieCh.addMouseMotionListener(this);

      show();
    }

    // Set the original colors for the slices.
    Color SliceColors[] = new Color[] {                                  [4]
      new Color(204, 204, 204),
      new Color(0, 204, 0),
      new Color(204, 0, 0),
      new Color(0, 0, 204),
    };

    // Set the highlight colors for the slices.
    Color HilightColors[] = new Color[] {
      new Color(255, 255, 255),
      new Color(0, 255, 0),
      new Color(255, 0, 0),
      new Color(0, 0, 255),
    };
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    // Create the chart and define the data inline.
    public PieChartInteractive createPieChart(int chartWidth, int chartHeight)
    {
      // Define the color for each slice.
      for (int i=0; i<USExports.length; i++)
          USExports[i].setBackground(SliceColors[i]);

      // Create a new PieChart object.
      PieChartInteractive MyPieCh = new PieChartInteractive();           [5]
 .
 .
 .
      return(MyPieCh);
    }
    
   // Mouse Events.

    // No actions taken for the following events.                        [6]
    public void mouseClicked(MouseEvent e) {
    }
    public void mouseEntered(MouseEvent e) {
      }
    public void mouseDragged(MouseEvent e) {
    }
    public void mouseReleased(MouseEvent e) {
    }

    // Handle events associated with the mouse moving within a chart
    // component.
    //    Highlight slice on mouse entry.
    //    Remove the highlighting from the slice on mouse exit.
    public void mouseMoved(MouseEvent e) {                               [7]
         
      int x = e.getX();
      int y = e.getY();

      if (e.getSource().equals(MyPieCh)) {
          try {
            if (MyPieCh.getSliceExited(x,y)) {                           [8]
                
                MyPieCh.setSliceUnHighlight();                           
                this.paint(this.getGraphics());
            }
            
            if (MyPieCh.getSliceEntered(x,y)) {                          [9]
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                int index = MyPieCh.getSliceIndex(x,y);                 [10]
                MyPieCh.setSliceHighlight(index, HilightColors[index]); [11]
                this.paint(this.getGraphics());
            }
            
          } catch (ChartException e2) { System.out.println(e2.getMessage()); }
            
      }
    }

    // Handle events associated with the mouse exiting the chart component.
    // Remove highlighting on the slice when the mouse exits from it.
    public void mouseExited(MouseEvent e) {                             [12]

      int x = e.getX();
      int y = e.getY();
      if (e.getSource().equals(MyPieCh)) {
          try {
            if (MyPieCh.getSliceExited(x,y)) {                          [13]
                
                MyPieCh.setSliceUnHighlight();
                this.paint(this.getGraphics());
            }
            
          } catch (ChartException e2) { System.out.println(e2.getMessage()); }
            
      }
    }
    
    // Handle events associated with the mouse pressed within a chart
    // component.
    public void mousePressed(MouseEvent e) {                            [14]
      
      int x = e.getX();
      int y = e.getY();
      if (e.getSource().equals(MyPieCh)) {
          try {
            // Get the index for the slice.
            int index = MyPieCh.getSliceIndex(x,y);                     [15]
            
            // Set the highlight color; issue a repaint command.
            MyPieCh.setSliceHighlight(index, Color.orange);             [16]
            this.paint(this.getGraphics());
 .
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 .
 .

The numbers in the example correspond to the numbers in the following list:

1. The Frame implements the java.awt.event.MouseMotionListener and the 
java.awt.event.MouseListener interface.

2. The enableEvents( ) method enables Java events. 

3. The chart object is registered with the addMouseListener( ) and 
addMouseMotionListener( ) methods.

4. The original colors and the colors to be used as a highlight are defined.

5. The PieChartInteractive( ) constructor creates a new interactive pie chart object.

6. All Java mouse events are handled, even though some of them are not used in 
this applet.

7. The mouseMoved( ) method detects when a mouse moves.

8. If the previous location of the cursor was in a slice, the getSliceExited( ) method 
detects when the cursor exits the slice. The setSliceUnHighlight( ) method 
removes the highlighting.

9. The getSliceEntered( ) method detects if the cursor entered a pie slice.

10. The getSliceIndex( ) method determines the pie slice in which the cursor is 
located. The method returns the index.

11. The setSliceHighlight( ) method, using the index returned from the 
getSliceIndex( ) method, changes the color of the pie slice.

12. The mouseExited( ) method detects when the cursor exits the chart. 

13. If the previous location of the cursor was in a pie slice, the getSliceExited( ) 
method detects when the cursor exits the slice. The setSliceUnHighlight( ) 
method removes the highlighting.

14. The mousePressed( ) method detects if the mouse is pressed. 

15. The getSliceIndex( ) method determines the pie slice in which the cursor is 
located. The method returns the index.

16. The setSliceHighlight( ) method, using the index returned from the 
getSliceIndex( ) method, changes the color of the slice to orange.

The following figure shows the chart when the mouse has been pressed on the pie 
slice labeled "Canada":
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For more examples of interactive pie charts, see the following directory: 

■ On UNIX: 

drive/chartbuilder/demos/dynamic/interact/piechart

■ On Windows NT: 

drive\chartbuilder\demos\dynamic\interact\piechart

5.2 Building Dynamic Charts
Because dynamic charts can update the data whenever it changes, they let you 
present live data to your users or customers and respond to requests in real time. 
With Chart Builder, you can create dynamic charts that:

■ Incrementally add data to one or more series

■ Dynamically add one or more new series to a chart

■ Dynamically delete existing series from a chart

You can create dynamic charts using Java applications, Java applets, and JavaServer 
Pages.

5.2.1 Adding Data Incrementally
Chart Builder lets you add data incrementally to charts in the following ways:
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■ Incrementally adding values to the Y-axis that correspond to existing values in 
the X-axis. For example, such a chart can replay the history of daily stock prices 
for the last 60 trading days, loading data for one or more series at the request of 
the user.

■ Incrementally adding the Y-axis values and the timestamps to the chart. For 
example, such a chart can be used to perform a real-time monitoring task, 
displaying the CPU usage for a particular application.

Chart Builder provides the following methods to incrementally add data to charts:

■ setYSeries(seriesName): Initializes the chart, but does not load data into the 
Y-axis.

■ setYSeriesAppend(seriesName, values[ ]): Appends an array of values to an 
existing Y-axis series.

■ setXseriesReserve(count): Reserves space for a specified number of timestamps 
in the X-axis.

■ setXSeriesAppend(timestamps[ ]): Appends an additional array of dates to the 
X-axis.

5.2.1.1 Incrementally Adding Y-Axis Values
You can load all of the timestamps into the X-axis and some or none of the values 
into the Y-axis when the chart is created. Then, you can incrementally add the Y-axis 
values to the chart. To do so, take the following steps:

1. Load the timestamps into the X-axis using the setXSeries( ) method.

2. Invoke the setYSeries( ) method, using only the series name, only to initialize 
the chart. This does not load any data into the Y-axis. Alternatively, invoke the 
setYSeries( ) method, using both the series name and the array name to 
initialize the chart and load some data into the Y-axis data.

3. Display the initial chart.

4. When given a specific input, load the data into the Y-axis by using the 
setYSeriesAppend( ) method and display the updated chart.

The following example shows excerpts of an application that displays a chart that 
defines all timestamps and loads some Y-axis data when the chart is created. When 
a user requests additional data, the data is appended to the Y-axis.

.

.

.
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public class dyn_incr_y extends Frame {

    JPanel p1 = new JPanel();
    AxisChartInteractive MyAxisCh;
 
    // Chart dimensions
    int ChartWidth = 300;
    int ChartHeight = 200;

    // Constructor
    dyn_incr_y() {
       setSize(ChartWidth, ChartHeight + 70 );
       this.enableEvents(AWTEvent.COMPONENT_EVENT_MASK); 

       p1.setLayout(new BorderLayout(0,0);
       p1.setBackground(new Color (150, 150, 240));
       p1.setLayout(new BorderLayout());

       // Add the command buttons to the panel.
       CommandButtons CButtons = new CommandButtons();
       p1.add(CButtons,"South");

       // Initial chart.
       MyAxisCh = createChart(ChartWidth, ChartHeight);
      
       // Add the axis chart to the panel.
       if (MyAxisCh != null) {
           p1.add(MyAxisCh, "North");
       }
      
       // Add the panel to the applet.
       this.add(p1,"Center");
      
       show();

   }

   // Create an axis chart containing standard X-axis and Y-axis series.
   public AxisChartInteractive createChart(int chartWidth, int chartHeight) {

     AxisChartInteractive MyAxisCh = null;

     // Chart data, defined inline.
     // Initial values for the Y-axis.
     double YSeries[] = {0, 2, 1, 3, 2, 4};
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     try {
        // Create a new AxisChart object.
        MyAxisCh = new AxisChartInteractive();

        // Set the size of the chart.
        MyAxisCh.setSize(chartWidth, chartHeight);

        // Load the timestamps for the X-axis.
        MyAxisCh.setXSeries(Calendar.YEAR,                               [1]
                     java.sql.Date.valueOf("1990-01-01"),
                     java.sql.Date.valueOf("2010-01-01"),
                      1);
        // Load the data for the Y-axis.                                 [2]
        MyAxisCh.setYSeries("series0", YSeries);
        MyAxisCh.setSeriesColor("series0", myGreen);

        // Set the title.
        MyAxisCh.getTitle().setText("Dynamically Append Data");
         MyAxisCh.getSubtitle().setText("Timestamps are defined at chart creation.");

      } catch (ChartException e) 
          {
            System.out.println(e.getMessage());
          }

      return(MyAxisCh);                                                  [3]
    }
 .
 .
 .
      // Button Events. When the button is clicked, append data to chart.

      void button_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {                       [4]
          String cmd = e.getActionCommand();
          
            try {

                  // Define the additional Y-axis values.
                  double YSeriesAppend[] = {1, 3};

                  // Append the additional values to the chart.          [5]
                  MyAxisCh.setYSeriesAppend("series0", YSeriesAppend);

                  // Repaint the chart.
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                  Graphics g = p1.getGraphics();
                  MyAxisCh.paint(g);
 .
 .
 .

The numbers in the example correspond to the numbers in the following list, which 
describes the parts of the example that are specific to dynamic charts:

1. The setXSeries( ) method loads the timestamps for the X-axis when the chart is 
created. 

2. The setYSeries( ) method, using the series name and array name, loads some 
initial data for the Y-axis data. In this example, six values are loaded initially. 

3. The initial chart is returned and subsequently displayed.

4. The button_actionPerformed( ) method handles the event when the button is 
clicked.

5. The setYSeriesAppend( ) method adds new data to the Y-axis of the chart. 

The following figure shows the chart when it is created and after the user clicks the 
Append Data button a couple of times:

5.2.1.2 Incrementally Adding Timestamps and Y-Axis Values
To incrementally load the timestamps and incrementally add the Y-axis values to 
the chart, you take the following steps:
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1. Invoke the setXSeriesReserve( ) method to reserve space for a specified number 
of timestamps. For example, setXSeriesReserve(30) reserves space for 30 
timestamps in an empty chart. Note that this method does not label the X-axis 
with timestamps.

2. Invoke the setYSeries( ) method, using only the series name. This only 
initializes the chart; it does not load any data into the Y-axis. (For stock charts, 
you use the setCandlestickSeries( ), setHiLoCloseSeries( ), or the 
setOpenHiLoCloseSeries( ) method.) 

3. Display the initial chart. It contains no data.

4. For each of the initial timestamps and values, take the following steps:

a. Invoke the setXSeriesAppend( ) method to populate the X-axis with one 
timestamp.

b. Invoke the setYSeriesAppend( ) method to populate the Y-axis with a 
corresponding data value. For stock charts, you use the 
setCandlestickSeriesAppend( ), setHiLoCloseSeriesAppend( ), or the 
setOpenHiLoCloseSeriesAppend( ) method. 

5. When the initial incremental loading is complete, the chart will show data for 
each reserved space. You can continue to add data to the chart in the following 
ways:

■ Shifting the earliest data out of the chart and appending additional 
timestamps to the chart. Invoke the setXSeriesShift( ) method to shift in new 
timestamps and the setYSeriesAppend( ) method to add the corresponding 
data.

■ Extending the X-axis by appending additional timestamps to the chart. 
Invoke the setXSeriesAppend( ) method to add new timestamps and the 
setYSeriesAppend( ) method to add the corresponding data. 

Consider the number of timestamps you will be adding and the size of the 
chart. Adding a great number of timestamps to a small chart could make 
the chart unreadable.

The following example shows excerpts of a Java application that creates a chart and 
incrementally adds new data while it shifts the earliest data out of the chart:

.

.

.
    int InitialXAxisIntervals = 120;
    // Initial Y-axis series is empty.
    double YSeries2[] = {};
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    // Create an axis chart. Initially, the chart has no data; 
    // new data points are added when the user clicks the button.
     
    public AxisChartInteractive createChart(int chartWidth, int chartHeight) {

    AxisChartInteractive AxisCh = null;

     try{

      // Define a circular line marker. Allocate a LineDesc descriptor.
      LineDesc markerDescCircle = new LineDesc();
      markerDescCircle.setMarkerType(LineDesc.MARKER_CIRCLE);

      // Indicate that seconds should be labeled at all times.
      // Otherwise, the chart heuristics may disable seconds labeling.
      TimeAxisDesc timeDesc = new TimeAxisDesc();
      timeDesc.setMinDimension(TimeAxisDesc.SECOND);

      // Use a minimum of 2 lines for labeling the time axis.
      timeDesc.setMinLabelingLines(2);

      // Define the minimum and maximum values of the Y-axis.
      NumAxisDesc yAxisD = new NumAxisDesc();
      yAxisD.setExtentMin(-1);
      yAxisD.setExtentMax(1);

      // Create a new AxisChart object.
      AxisCh = new AxisChartInteractive();

      // Set the size of the chart.
      AxisCh.setSize(chartWidth, chartHeight);

      // Reserve space for a specified number of points.                           [1]
      AxisCh.setXSeriesReserve(InitialXAxisIntervals);

      // Define the name of the Y-axis series.                                     [2]
      AxisCh.setYSeries("series0");

      // Set the Y-axis attributes.                                                [3]
      AxisCh.setChartAttributes(yAxisD);

      // Set the X-axis attributes.                                                [4]
      AxisCh.setChartAttributes(timeDesc);

      // Use a circular line marker for series0.
      AxisCh.setSeriesGraphic("series0", markerDescCircle);

      // Set the title.
      AxisCh.getTitle().setText("Dynamic Strip Chart");
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     } catch (ChartException e) 
         {
           System.out.println(e.getMessage());
           System.exit(1);
         }

      return(AxisCh);                                                              [5]
    }
.
.
.
          public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {
            adaptee.button_actionPerformed(e);
          }
      }

      int hours = 0;
      int minutes =0;
      int seconds = 29;
      String strHrs;
      String strMin;
      String strSec;
      
      boolean done = false;

      double Yvalue = 0;
      int Angle = 0;

      void incrementAngle() 
      {
          Angle += 10;
          Angle %= 360;
          Yvalue = Math.sin(Math.toRadians(Angle));
      }
            
      // Construct a timestamp in the form of:
      // java.sql.Timestamp.valueOf("2001-01-01 00:00:00.000000000")
      void incrementTime() 
      {
          seconds++;

          if (seconds == 60) {
            seconds = 0;
            minutes++;
            // Arbitrary number of minutes to stop chart loading.                
            if (minutes == 4) done = true;           

            if (minutes == 60) {
                minutes = 0;
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                hours++;
                
            }
          }
           
          if (hours == 0) strHrs = "00";
          else if (hours < 10) 
            strHrs = "0" + Integer.toString(hours);
          else strHrs = Integer.toString(hours);
.
.
.          
      }
      
      int appendCount = 0;

      // Button events
      void button_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {
          
          String cmd = e.getActionCommand();
          
          if (cmd.equals(StartCmd)) {
            String date1;            
            while (!done) {

              try {
               // Increment the X-axis and the Y-axis data.
               incrementTime();
               incrementAngle();
               date1 ="2001-11-01 " + strHrs + ":" + strMin + ":" + strSec + ".000000000";
                
               // The Y-axis series that is appended on each simulation step.
               double YSeriesAppend[] = {Yvalue};

               // For the first 120 values, the X-axis has reserved intervals.
               // Fill these reserved intervals one point at a time.
               if ((YSeries2.length + appendCount) < InitialXAxisIntervals) {
                      
                  java.sql.Timestamp newdates[] = {java.sql.Timestamp.valueOf(date1)};

                  AxisCh.setXSeriesAppend(newdates);                                  [6]
                  AxisCh.setYSeriesAppend("series0", YSeriesAppend);                
                  appendCount++;
                      
                  }

                 else {

                  // When all series values along the X-axis are displayed,
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                  // append new dates by shifting old ones out and adding new ones.
                  java.sql.Timestamp newdates[] = {java.sql.Timestamp.valueOf(date1)};
                  
                  AxisCh.setXSeriesShift(newdates);                                   [7]
                  
                  // Append one additional point to the Y-axis.
                  AxisCh.setYSeriesAppend("series0", YSeriesAppend);                  [8]
                  
                }
                  
                // Repaint the chart.
                Graphics g = p1.getGraphics();
                AxisCh.paint(g);
.
.
.

The numbers in the example correspond to the numbers in the following list:

1. The setXSeriesReserve( ) method reserves space for 120 timestamps in an empty 
chart, but it does not label the X-axis with timestamps.

2. The setYSeries( ) method, using only the series name, initializes the chart; it 
does not load any data into the Y-axis. 

3. The setChartAttributes(yAxisD) method sets the attributes for the Y-axis. In this 
case, minimum and maximum values are set using the NumAxisDesc 
constructor, which is shown earlier in the example. See Section 3.6.1 for more 
information about setting minimum and maximum values.

4. The setChartAttributes(timeDesc) method sets the attributes for the X-axis. In 
this case, seconds are to be labeled at all times and a minimum of two lines are 
set using the TimeAxisDesc constructor, which is shown earlier in the example. 
See Section 3.5.4 for information about setting the minimum number of lines 
and see Section 3.6.1 for information about setting the increments.

5. The initial chart, containing no data, is displayed.

6. For each of the initial timestamps and values, the setXSeriesAppend( ) method 
populates the X-axis with one timestamp, and the setYSeriesAppend( ) method 
populates the Y-axis with a corresponding data value.

When the initial incremental loading is complete, the chart will show data for 
each reserved space. 

7. The setXSeriesShift( ) method adds new timestamps by shifting the earliest 
timestamps out of the chart and adding the new ones incrementally.
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8. The setYSeriesAppend( ) method adds data to the Y-axis that corresponds to the 
added timestamps.

The following figure shows the resulting chart after the Start Simulation button is 
clicked:

For more examples of dynamic charts, see the following directory: 

■ On UNIX: 

drive/chartbuilder/demos/dynamic/dynupdate

■ On Windows NT: 

drive\chartbuilder\demos\dynamic\dynupdate

5.2.2 Adding New Series Dynamically
You can dynamically add a Y-axis series to a chart at any point. For example, to add 
a new Y-axis series to a chart when the user clicks the Add Series button, use the 
setYSeries( ) method as shown in the following example:

    } else if (cmd.equals("Add Series")) {
          try {

              double YSeries_2[] = {3, 5, 4, 4.5, 3.5, 4.75};   
            
              // Add a new series to the chart.
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              MyAxisCh.setYSeries("Series2", YSeries_2);
              MyAxisCh.setSeriesColor("Series2", myGreen);
     
              // Repaint the chart.
              Graphics g = p1.getGraphics();
              MyAxisCh.paint(g);

The following figure shows the resulting chart after the new series is added:

When you add a Y-axis series, Chart Builder automatically relabels the Y-axis to take 
into account the range of values in the new series. 

5.2.3 Deleting or Replacing Series Dynamically
You can dynamically delete or replace a series or set of series in a chart. With Chart 
Builder, you can delete one or all Y-axis series in a chart or the X-axis series and all 
Y-axis series. Then, you can add a new X-axis series and one or more Y-axis series.

Chart Builder provides the following methods:

■ setDeleteYSeries( ) deletes the named Y-series.

■ setDeleteAllYSeries( ) deletes all Y-axis series in the chart.

■ setDeleteAllXYSeries( ) deletes the X-axis series and all Y-axis series. 
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For example, assume that you have a chart with two Y-axis series. You want to 
delete both Y-axis series and the X-axis series and replace them with different data, 
perhaps in response to input from a user. To do that, you take the following steps:

1. Delete all the series, including the timestamps from the chart:

AxisCh.setDeleteAllXYSeries();

2. Load another set of timestamps into the X-axis: 

AxisCh.setXSeries(Calendar.MONTH,
                   java.sql.Date.valueOf("2001-01-01")
                   java.sql.Date.valueOf("2002-01-01"),
                   1);

3. Reload data into the two Y-axis series:

AxisCh.setYSeries("series_1", YSeries_1b);
AxisCh.setYSeries("series_2", YSeries_2b);

For more examples of dynamic charts, see the following directory: 

■ On UNIX: 

drive/chartbuilder/demos/dynamic/dynupdate

■ On Windows NT: 

drive\chartbuilder\demos\dynamic\dynupdate
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This appendix shows the Chart Builder packages and a hierarchy of all the classes.

Chart Builder provides the following Java packages: 

■ oracle.charts 

■ oracle.charts.axischart

■ oracle.charts.io

■ oracle.charts.legend

■ oracle.charts.piechart

■ oracle.charts.types

■ oracle.charts.codec

A.1 Hierarchy
All of the Chart Builder classes inherit from the class java.lang.object. The following 
list shows the hierarchy of the Chart Builder classes:

class java.lang.Object
  + class oracle.charts.types.AnnotationDesc
  + class oracle.charts.types.AreaDesc
  + class oracle.charts.types.AxisDesc
     + class oracle.charts.types.NumAxisDesc
     + class oracle.charts.types.TimeAxisDesc
  + class oracle.charts.types.BarDesc
  + class oracle.charts.types.CandlestickDesc

  + class java.awt.Component (implements java.awt.image.ImageObserver,
                                java.awt.MenuContainer, java.io.Serializable)
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     + class oracle.charts.Chart
        + class oracle.charts.legend.Legend
           + class oracle.charts.axischart.AxisChart
              + class oracle.charts.axischart.AxisChartInteractive
           + class oracle.charts.piechart.PieChart
              + class oracle.charts.piechart.PieChartInteractive
     + class oracle.charts.Chart.ChartLabel

  + class oracle.charts.types.DateString
  + class oracle.charts.types.GetVersion
  + class oracle.charts.codec.GIFEncoder
  + class oracle.charts.types.GridDesc
  + class oracle.charts.types.HiLoCloseDesc
  + class oracle.charts.types.ImageMapDesc
  + class oracle.charts.types.MarkerDesc
     + class oracle.charts.types.LineDesc
  + class oracle.charts.types.PieSliceDesc
  + class oracle.charts.types.PieStyleDesc
  + class oracle.charts.types.Quantizer
  + class oracle.charts.types.SequencedHyperLinkDesc
  + class oracle.charts.types.SeriesDesc
  + class java.lang.Throwable (implements java.io.Serializable) 
     + class java.lang.Exception
        + class oracle.charts.types.ChartException

  + class oracle.charts.io.TimeSeriesFileReader
  + class oracle.charts.codec.WBMPEncoder
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This appendix describes the error messages that you may encounter using Oracle 
Chart Builder.

B.1 Message Formats
To help you find and fix errors, Chart Builder embeds names of methods, names of 
parameters, numbers, and dates in some messages. In this appendix, these 
embedded variables are represented by method_name, string, number, or date. 

B.2 Error Messages
Ascending Order Violation; Offending Timestamp:  #number  (date)

Cause:  The timestamps in the array passed to the named method are not in 
ascending order. The first timestamp that is not in correct order is in element 
number in the array. This error can occur with the setXSeries( ), 
setYSeriesSparse( ), or setUserXLabel( ) method.

Action:  Correct the timestamps in the array so that they are in ascending order.

Attempted to add duplicate series string 
Cause:  The application tried to load two Y-axis series with the same name, 
string. This error can occur with the setYSeries( ), setHiLoCloseSeries( ), 
setOpenHiLoCloseSeries( ), or setCandlestickSeries( ) method.

Action:  Verify the names of the series and correct the name in at least one call 
to the named method so that each call specifies a different series.

Attempted to add duplicate subchart string 
Cause:  The application tried to load a subchart with the same name, string, as 
another subchart or another series. 
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Action:  Verify the names of the subchart and the series and correct the name in 
at least one call so that each call specifies a different series.

Attempted to init prior to invoking setXSeries( )
Cause:  The application invoked a display method such as drawBuffer( ) or 
paint( ) before invoking setXSeries( ).

Action:  Invoke setXSeries( ) before invoking a method such as drawBuffer( ) or 
paint( ).

Cannot append a sparse series to a non-sparse series string
Cause:  The application attempts to use the setYSeriesSparseAppend( ) method 
to append a sparse series to the named series, which is not a sparse series. You 
can use the setYSeriesSparseAppend( ) method to append data to another 
sparse series only.

Action:  To append data to a non-sparse series, use the setYSeriesAppend( ) 
method.

Cannot change BAR_HORIZONTAL once set
Cause:  The application attempted to change the orientation from 
HORIZONTAL. Once the orientation is set to HORIZONTAL, it cannot be 
changed. One of the ways that this error can occur is if you used the deprecated 
constant AxisChart.BAR_HORIZONTAL in the setSeriesGraphType( ) method, 
then set the orientation to vertical using the setChartOrientation(VERTICAL) 
method, which is the default. 

Action:  Correct the application, using only one type of chart orientation.

drawBuffer( ) must be invoked prior to invoking this function
Cause:  The application invoked the getImageMapCS( ) or getImageMapSS( ) 
method before it invoked the drawBuffer( ) method. 

Action:  Correct the application to invoke the drawBuffer( ) method before it 
invokes the getImageMapCS( ) or getImageMapSS( ) method.

Empty series must explicitly define extents
Cause:  The application defined an empty series, but did not define extents. For 
example, if the application defines a timestamp array for a named X-series with 
zero values and then adds data points in real time, the application must 
explicitly set extents.

Action:  Either define a timestamp array with values or set extents using the 
setExtent( ) method or the setExtentMin( ) and setExtentMax( ) methods.
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End date not later than start date
Cause:  The end date specified in the setXSeries( ) method was earlier than the 
start date specified. The end date must be later than the start date.

Action:  Modify either the start date or the end date so that the end date is later 
than the start date.

Extrusion thickness out of bounds
Cause:  The extrusion thickness specified by the setExtrusionThickness( ) 
method is not within the allowable range. The extrusion thickness must be 
between 0.0 and .30. 

Action:  Correct the extrusion thickness, using a value between 0.0 and .30.

First sparse timestamp is earlier than first baseline timestamp (date1 before 
date2)
Cause:  The first timestamp specified for the setYSeriesSparse( ) method is 
earlier than the first baseline timestamp, which was loaded by the setXSeries( ) 
method. The timestamps specified by the setYSeriesSparse( ) method must be 
within the range of the baseline timestamps.

Action:  Correct the timestamps either in the array for the setYSeriesSparse( ) 
method or in the array of baseline timestamp so that the timestamps specified 
by the setYSeriesSparse( ) method are within the range of the baseline times-
tamps.

First sparse timestamp to append is earlier than last existing sparse timestamp 
(date1 before date2)
Cause:  The first timestamp specified for the setYSeriesSparseAppend( ) 
method is earlier than the last existing sparse timestamp, which was loaded by 
the setYSeriesSparse( ) method. The timestamps specified by the 
setYSeriesSparse( ) method must be later than the existing sparse timestamps.

Action:  Correct the timestamps either in the array for the 
setYSeriesSparseAppend( ) method or in the array of existing timestamps so 
that the timestamps specified by the setYSeriesSparseAppend( ) method are 
later than the existing sparse timestamps.

HORIZONTAL orientation supported only for horizontal bar charts. Graph type 
should be AxisChart.BAR string 
Cause:  The application specifies an orientation type of HORIZONTAL but the 
graph type for the named series is not AxisChart.BAR. Horizontal orientation is 
supported only for bar charts.
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Action:  Either change the graph type to AxisChart.BAR by using the 
setSeriesGraphType( ) method or change the orientation to vertical using the 
setChartOrientation(VERTICAL) method, which is the default.

Invalid axis constant (number) 
Cause:  The constant for the axis identifier specified in the setChartAttributes( ) 
or getGridDesc( ) method is invalid. Valid values for setChartAttributes( ) are 
AxisChart.XAXIS, AxisChart.YAXIS, and AxisChart.XYAXIS. Valid values for 
getGridDesc( ) are AxisChart.XAXIS and AxisChart.YAXIS.

Action:  Correct the axis identifier, using a valid identifier.

Invalid bar style
Cause:  The bar style specified in the setBarStyle( ) method of the BarDesc 
descriptor in invalid. Valid values are STYLE_BASIC, STYLE_EFFECT3D, 
STYLE_DROP_SHADOW.

Action:  Correct the bar style, using a valid value.

Invalid frequency—Frequency must be Calendar.YEAR, Calendar.MONTH, 
Calendar.DAY_OF_MONTH, Calendar.HOUR, Calendar.MINUTE, or 
Calendar.SECOND
Cause:  The frequency specified in the setXSeries( ) method is not valid. Valid 
frequencies are Calendar.YEAR, Calendar.MONTH, Calendar.DAY_OF_
MONTH, Calendar.HOUR, Calendar.MINUTE, and Calendar.SECOND. 

Action:  Correct the frequency, using a valid value. 

Invalid grid style
Cause:  The grid style specified as a parameter to the setGridStyle( ) method is 
invalid. Valid styles are GRID_LINE_SOLID, GRID_LINE_DASHED, and 
GRID_LINE_DASHED2.

Action:  Correct the grid style parameter, using a valid style.

Invalid justification 
Cause:  The justification type specified as a parameter to the setLabelJustify( ) 
method is invalid. Valid types are LABEL_LEFT_JUSTIFY and LABEL_RIGHT_
JUSTIFY.

Action:  Correct the justification type parameter, using a valid type.

Invalid legend alignment for axis chart
Cause:  The legend alignment specified as a parameter to the 
setLegendAlignment( ) method is invalid. Valid values for legends inside the 
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plot area are Legend.NORTH, Legend.NORTHEAST, Legend.NORTHWEST, 
Legend.SOUTH, Legend.SOUTHEAST, Legend.SOUTHWEST, Legend.EAST 
and Legend.WEST.

Action:  Correct the legend alignment parameter, using a valid value.

Invalid legend alignment for pie chart 
Cause:  The legend alignment specified as a parameter to the 
setLegendAlignment( ) method is invalid. Valid values for legends in pie charts 
are Legend.DERIVED, Legend.NORTH, Legend.SOUTH, Legend.EAST, and 
Legend.WEST.

Action:  Correct the parameter passed to the setLegendAlignment( ) method, 
using a valid value.

Invalid legend alignment for position outside axis chart
Cause:  The legend alignment specified as a parameter to the 
setLegendAlignment( ) method is invalid. Valid values for legends outside the 
plot area are Legend.EAST and Legend.SOUTH.

Action:  Correct the legend alignment parameter, using a valid value.

Invalid line style
Cause:  The line style specified in the setLineStyle( ) method of the LineDesc 
descriptor or in the setMarkerType( ) method of the MarkerDesc descriptor is 
invalid. Valid values for the setLineStyle( ) method are LINE_SOLID, LINE_
DASHED, and LINE_DASHED2. Valid values for the setMarkerType( ) method 
are MARKER_NONE, MARKER_CIRCLE, MARKER_SQUARE, MARKER_
DIAMOND, MARKER_PLUS, and MARKER_X.

Action:  Correct the line type or marker type, using a valid value.

Invalid marker type
Cause:  The marker type specified as a parameter to the setMarkerType( ) 
method is invalid. Valid markers are MARKER_NONE, MARKER_CIRCLE, 
MARKER_SQUARE, MARKER_DIAMOND, MARKER_PLUS, and MARKER_
X.

Action:  Correct the marker type parameter, using a valid type.

Invalid pie chart style
Cause:  The pie style specified as a parameter to the setStyleType( ) method is 
invalid. Valid styles are BASIC, STYLE_EFFECT_3D, and STYLE_DROP_
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SHADOW. Note that, at this time, STYLE_DROP_SHADOW provides the 3-D 
effect. 

Action:  Correct the parameter to the setStyleType( ) method, using a valid 
parameter.

Invalid time dimension 
Cause:  The time dimension specified as a parameter to the named method is 
invalid. Valid dimensions are TimeAxisDesc.SECOND, 
TimeAxisDesc.MINUTE, TimeAxisDesc.HOUR, TimeAxisDesc.DAY, 
TimeAxisDesc.MONTH, and TimeAxisDesc.YEAR. This error can occur with 
the getField( ), setField( ), setMinDimension( ), or setMaxDimension( ) method.

Action:  Correct the time dimension parameter, using a valid dimension.

Invoked setSeriesAnnotations( ) prior to invoking setXSeries( )
Cause:  The application invoked the setSeriesAnnotations( ) method before the 
setXSeries( ) method. The setXSeries( ) method must be invoked first.

Action:  Invoke the setXSeries( ) method before invoking the 
setSeriesAnnotations( ) method.

Last sparse timestamp is later than last baseline timestamp
Cause:  The last timestamp specified for the setYSeriesSparse( ) method is later 
than the last baseline timestamp. Baseline timestamps are loaded by the 
setXSeries( ) method. The timestamps specified by the setYSeriesSparse( ) 
method must be within the range of the baseline timestamps.

Action:  Correct the timestamps either in the array for the setYSeriesSparse( ) 
method or in the array of baseline timestamps so that the timestamps specified 
by the setYSeriesSparse( ) method are within the range of the baseline times-
tamps.

Length cannot be greater than existing timestamps
Cause:  The array of timestamps passed to the setSeriesAnnotations( ) method 
contains more timestamps than the array of timestamps passed to the 
setXSeries( ) method. The setSeriesAnnotations( ) method cannot contain more 
timestamps than the setXSeries( ) method. 

Action:  Modify the array of timestamps passed to the setSeriesAnnotations( ) 
method so that it does not include more timestamps than the setXSeries( ) 
method.

Length of tstamp array and yvalue array non-equal 
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Cause:  The length of the timestamp array is not equal to the length of the value 
array passed to the setYSeriesSparse( ) or setYSeriesSparseAppend( ) method.

Action:  Correct the application so that the two arrays are equal in length.

Line type of appended data incompatible with line type of existing series; series: 
string
Cause:  The application attempted to append data using methods that are not 
compatible with the named existing series. 

Action:  To append data to a series with the LINE, AREA, or BAR graph type, 
use the setYSeries Append( ) method. To append data to a series with the Open-
High-Low-Close graph type, use the setOpenHiLoCloseSeriesAppend( ) 
method. To append data to a series with the High-Low-Close graph type, use 
the setHiLoCloseSeriesAppend( ) method. To append data to a series with the 
Candlestick graph type, use the setCandlestickAppend( ) method.

More values than timestamps string
Cause:  The array of values passed to the setYSeriesAppend( ) method for the 
named series contains more values than the array of timestamps. 

Action:  Modify the arrays so that the array of values passed to the 
setYSeriesAppend( ) method does not contain more values than the array of 
timestamps. 

Negative series index
Cause:  The series index is a negative number. It must be equal to or greater 
than 0. This error can occur with the setSeries Highlight( ), 
setSeriesUnHighlight( ), or setSeriesAnnotation( ) method. 

Action:  Correct the index passed to the method, specifying a number equal to 
or greater than 0.

Non-matching irregular timestamp encountered: date
Cause:  A timestamp in a sparse Y-axis array does not match the timestamp in 
the setXSeries. 

Action:  Correct the timestamp in the sparse Y-axis array to match the times-
tamps in the X-axis array.

No timestamps provided
Cause:  The array of timestamps passed to the setSeriesAnnotations( ) or 
setXSeries( ) method contains no elements.
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Action:  Modify the array of timestamps passed to the setSeriesAnnotations( ) 
or setXSeries( ) method to include at least one timestamp.

No X-axis labels provided
Cause:  The array of strings to be used as labels that was passed to the 
setXSeries( ) method contains no elements.

Action:  Modify the array of strings passed to the setXSeries( ) method to 
include at least one string.

Null descriptor parameter
Cause:  The parameter for the graph-type descriptor, such as AreaDesc, is null.

Action:  Correct the application to pass a non-null parameter for the graph-type 
descriptor.

Null Graphics2D encountered
Cause:  The graphics context in the buffered image is null. This error can occur 
for the drawBuffer( ) method.

Action:  Make sure that the Graphics2D context in the buffered image is not 
null.

Null parameter encountered
Cause:  A null value was passed to the method. This error can occur with 
several methods, including setBarColor( ), setNegativeBarColor( ), and 
setPointLabelColor( ).

Action:  Check your code to be sure that you are not passing a null value to this 
method. 

Null pieSliceDesc encountered
Cause:  A null pieSliceDesc descriptor was encountered. The array of pie slice 
descriptors must contain at least one descriptor. Each descriptor includes a label 
and a numeric value. 

Action:  Correct the application so that the array of pie slice descriptors con-
tains at least one descriptor.

Null timestamp encountered
Cause:  The array of timestamps passed to the setXSeries( ) or 
setYSeriesSparse( ) method contains a null value.

Action:  Correct the array of timestamps passed to the setXSeries( ) or 
setYSeriesSparse( ) method so that it contains no null values.
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Number of sparse timestamps exceeds number of timestamps defined for the 
X-axis
Cause:  The number of sparse timestamps loaded by the setYSeriesSparse( ) 
method cannot exceed the number of timestamps loaded by the setXSeries( ) 
method.

Action:  Correct the number of timestamps loaded so that the timestamps 
loaded by the setYSeriesSparse( ) method does not exceed the number of times-
tamps loaded by the setXSeries( ) method.

Optional length parameter must be less than or equal to the length of the values 
array
Cause:  The optional length parameter to the setYSeries( ) method is greater 
than the number of elements in the array of values passed to the method. It 
must be equal to or less than the number of elements in the array.

Action:  Verify the number of elements in the array of values. Correct the length 
parameter so that is it equal to or less than the number of elements in the array.

Orientation parameter must be either HORIZONTAL or VERTICAL 
Cause:  The orientation parameter passed to the setChartOrientation( ) method 
was invalid. Valid values are HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL.

Action:  Specify HORIZONTAL or VERTICAL as the parameter. 

Series contains invalid values (Double.NaN)
Cause:  The Y-axis series contains an invalid value, a Double.NaN. A NaN is a 
special Not-a-Number value. A NaN value is used to represent the result of 
certain invalid operations such as dividing zero by zero.

Action:  Correct the data loaded into the series so that it does not contain 
invalid values.

Series string contains non-equal length high/low/close arrays
Cause:  The arrays passed to the setHiLoCloseSeries( ) method are not the same 
length.

Action:  Correct the high, low, and close arrays so that they are of equal length.

Series string contains non-equal length open/high/low/close arrays
Cause:  The arrays passed to the named method are not of the same length. This 
error can occur with the setOpenHiLoCloseSeries( ) or setCandlestickSeries( ) 
method.
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Action:  Correct the open, high, low, and close arrays so that they are of equal 
length.

Series string exceeds number of timestamps (number1 > number2)
Cause:  The number of values, number1, in the array passed to the named Y-axis 
series is greater than the number of timestamps. The number of values for the 
Y-axis series must be equal to or less than the number of timestamps, number2. 
This error can occur with the setYSeries( ), setHiLoCloseSeries( ), 
setOpenHiLoCloseSeries( ), or setCandlestickSeries( ) method.

Action:  Correct the number of values in the array passed to the named series so 
that it is equal to or less than the number of timestamps, number2.

Series string exceeds number of x labels (number1 > number2)
Cause:  The number of values, number1, in the array passed to the named Y-axis 
series is greater than the number of labels passed to the X-axis series. The 
number of values for the Y-axis series must be equal to or less than the number 
of X-axis labels, number2. This error can occur with the setYSeries( ), 
setHiLoCloseSeries( ), setOpenHiLoCloseSeries( ), or setCandlestickSeries( ) 
method.

Action:  Correct the number of values in the array passed to the named series so 
that it is equal to or less than the number of X-axis labels, number2.

Series index out of bounds
Cause:  The series index is not within a valid range. This error can occur with 
the setSeries Highlight( ) or setSeriesAnnotation( ) method.

Action:  Correct the application to specify a valid index.

Series string not found 
Cause:  The series name string, which was passed to the named method was not 
found in the application. This error can occur in several methods, including 
getSeriesColor( ), setSeriesColor( ), setSeriesPointLabels( ), setSeriesGraphic( ), 
and setSeriesWidth( ), setYSeries( ), and setYSeriesAxis2( ).

Action:  Verify the name of the series and correct it in the call to the specified 
method.

setDeriveLabelPct( ) incompatible with setLabelInteriorVal( )—use 
setDeriveLabelVal( ) instead
Cause:  The application called the setLabelInteriorVal( ) method, then it called 
the setDeriveLabelPct( ) method. These methods are incompatible. If the 
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application invokes the setLabelInteriorVal( ) method, it can use the 
setDeriveLabelVal( ) method. 

Action:  Correct the application to call the setDeriveLabelVal( ) method.

setDeriveLabelVal( ) incompatible with setLabelInteriorPct( )—use 
setDeriveLabelPct( ) instead 
Cause:  The application called the setLabelInteriorPct( ) method, then it called 
the setDeriveLabelVal( ) method. These methods are incompatible. If the 
application invokes the setLabelInteriorPct( ) method, it can use the 
setDeriveLabelPct( ) method. 

Action:  Correct the application to call the setDeriveLabelPct( ) method.

setSeries( ) must be called prior to this method
Cause:  The application called the named method before it called the setSeries( ) 
method. The setSeries( ) method must be called first. This error can occur with 
the getPieSliceDesc( ), getSliceIndex( ), getSliceEntered( ), or getSliceExited( ) 
method. 

Action:  Correct the application so that it calls the setSeries( ) method before the 
getPieSliceDesc( ), getSliceIndex( ), getSliceEntered( ), or getSliceExited( ) 
method.

setXSeries( ) called twice
Cause:  The application called the setXSeries( ) method twice. It can be called 
only once.

Action:  Remove the additional call from the application.

setXSeries( ) never called 
Cause:  The application does not call the setXSeries( ) method. 

Action:  Modify the application to call the setXSeries( ) method.

setYAxisLabelOff( ) only available for vertical charts
Cause:  The application called the setYAxisLabelsOff( ) method for a horizontal 
chart. This method can be used only with vertical charts. 

Action:  Either remove the call to the setYAxisLabelsOff( ) method or change the 
horizontal chart to a vertical one.

setYSeries( ) never called 
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Cause:  The application does not call the setYSeries( ) method or other Y-axis 
loading methods. It must call the setYSeries( ) method or other Y-axis loading 
methods. 

Action:  Modify the application to call the setHiLoCloseSeries( ), 
setOpenHiLoCloseSeries( ), setCandlestickSeries( ), or setYSeries( ) method.

Shift limit exceeded
Cause:  The application attempted to shift more timestamps than the number of 
existing timestamps or reserved timestamps (specified by the 
setXSeriesReserve( ) method). Shifting timestamps removes the earliest 
timestamps and adds more recent timestamps. 

Action:  Correct the number of timestamps passed to the setXSeriesShift( ) 
method.

Slice index out of bounds
Cause:  The slice index parameter passed to the getPieSliceDesc( ) method is not 
within the range of slice indexes for the chart.

Action:  Verify the slice index and correct the parameter passed to the 
getPieSliceDesc( ) method.

Slice value must be non-negative
Cause:  The value of one or more of the slices is less than zero. You cannot use a 
negative value in a pie chart. The value of any slice must be zero or greater.

Action:  Check your data to make sure that the value of all slices is zero or 
greater.

Subchart string not found 
Cause:  The subchart specified as a parameter to the named method does not 
exist. This error can occur for many methods, including setChartAttributes( ), 
setSubchartHeightFraction( ), setYAxisLabelsOff( ), setEnableImageMapCS( ), 
and setEnableImageMapSS( ).

Action:  Make sure that the subchart has been created and that the method 
specified the correct subchart name.

Time axis interval contains multiple sparse timestamps—sparse timestamps: date 
date
Cause:  Only one sparse timestamp can map to the same time axis interval. For 
example, if the setXSeries( ) method loads one date, such as 2001-03-01, for each 
month of the year 2001, you cannot load two sparse timestamps for any one 
month. In this example, you cannot load the dates 2001-03-05 and 2001-03-24.
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Action:  Either modify the array of dates loaded into the sparse series so that no 
more than one date falls into any interval loaded by the setXSeries( ) or modify 
the array loaded by the setXSeries( ) method so that it contains dates with 
smaller intervals. 

Time axis not supported for horizontal orientation
Cause:  In a horizontal chart, the setXSeries( ) method does not accept 
timestamps. It accepts only an array of strings as input.

Action:  To create a chart that uses timestamps, the chart must have a vertical, 
not horizontal orientation. Set the chart orientation to vertical using the set-
ChartOrientation(VERTICAL) method, which is the default.

Timestamps must be defined prior to calling setYSeries( )
Cause:  The application attempted to load the Y-axis series before it loaded the 
X-axis series. The setXSeries( ) method must be invoked before the setYSeries( ) 
method (or other Y-axis-loading methods) or the setSeriesPointLabels( ) 
method.

Action:  Invoke the setXSeries( ) method before loading the Y-axis series.

tstamp array is length 0
Cause:  The timestamp array passed to the setYSeriesSparseAppend( ) method 
is zero in length. The array length must be greater than zero. 

Action:  Pass an array that has a length greater than zero to the 
setYSeriesSparseAppend( ) method.

Unequal number of timestamps and annotations
Cause:  The arrays of timestamps and annotations passed to the 
setSeriesAnnotations( ) method do not contain the same number of elements.

Action:  Modify one or both arrays so that they contain the same number of ele-
ments. 

Units must be greater than zero
Cause:  The value of units specified in the setXSeries( ) method is not valid. The 
value must be greater than zero.

Action:  Modify the value of the units parameter in the setXSeries( ) method so 
that it is greater than zero.

Value array is length 0
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Cause:  The array passed to the setYSeries( ) method is zero in length. The array 
length must be greater than zero.

Action:  Pass an array that has a length greater than zero to the setYSeries( ) 
method.

Vanishing constant out of bounds
Cause:  The vanishing constant, which is the perspective distance specified by 
the setPerspectiveDistance( ) method, is not within the allowable range. The 
perspective distance must be greater than or equal to 1.0. 

Action:  Correct the perspective distance, using a value that is greater than or 
equal to 1.0.

X-axis labels must be defined prior to calling setYSeries( )
Cause:  The application attempted to call the setYSeries( ) method before it 
defined the X-axis labels. The X-axis labels must be defined and the X-axis 
series loaded before calling the setYSeries( ) method. 

Action:  Define the X-axis labels before calling the setYSeries( ) method.

Zero size component encountered
Cause:  The height or the width of the chart is specified as zero (0). The values 
must be greater than 0.

Action:  Correct the height or the width of the chart.
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Numerics
3-D effect

for bar charts, 3-9
for pie charts, 3-9

A
actions

for elements, 5-12
invoking, 5-13

for pie slices
invoking, 5-20

adding annotations
in interactive charts, 5-12, 5-18

adding data, 5-25
incrementally, 5-25, 5-29

adding series, 5-25
dynamically, 5-35

addMouseListener() method, 5-13, 5-17, 5-20, 5-24
addMouseMotionListener() method, 5-13, 5-17, 

5-20, 5-24
angle

extrusion, 3-10
annotated charts, 1-5
annotations

adding, 3-19
adding interactively, 5-12, 5-18
removing interactively, 5-12, 5-17

appending data, 5-26, 5-30, 5-34, 5-35
applets

creating charts with, 1-1
creating dynamic charts with, 5-25
creating interactive charts with, 5-12

initializing, 5-17
applications

creating charts with, 1-1, 2-4
creating dynamic charts with, 5-25
creating interactive charts with, 5-12

area charts, 1-5
annotated, 1-5
creating, 2-8
multiple-series, 4-2
transparency, 4-4

area color
setting, 4-3

AreaDesc class, 4-4
AreaDesc descriptor, 4-3, 4-4
attributes

customizing, 3-1
setting, 3-2, 5-34

axis chart objects
creating, 2-7

axis charts, 1-2, 2-2
and image maps, 5-8
area, 1-5, 2-8
bar, 1-3, 2-8
clustered bar, 1-4, 4-5
creating, 2-2, 2-4
dual-axis, 1-7, 4-7
horizontal, 1-3, 2-11
interactive, 5-12
legends, 4-9
line, 1-5, 2-4
mixed frequency, 4-8
mixed graph-type, 1-7, 4-6
mixed-frequency, 1-7
multiple-series, 1-6, 4-1
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setting colors, 3-4
stacked bar, 1-4, 4-5
stock, 1-6, 2-10
subcharts, 1-8, 4-19

axis descriptors, 3-2
AxisChart class, 2-1, 2-2
AxisChart() constructor, 2-2, 2-7
AxisChartInteractive class, 2-1, 5-12, 5-13
AxisChartInteractive constructor, 5-17
AxisDesc descriptor, 3-4

B
bar charts, 1-3

clustered, 4-5
creating, 2-8
horizontal, 2-11
stacked, 4-5
with 3-D effects, 3-8
with drop shadows, 3-8

BarDesc class, 3-8, 3-21
BarDesc descriptor, 3-8, 3-21
body

in candlestick charts, 2-10
setting color, 3-7

border
setting color, 3-4, 3-5

bounding rectangle
setting color, 3-4

buffered image
defining, 2-32, 2-34

BufferedImage constructor, 2-32, 2-34
button_actionPerformed() method, 5-29

C
candlestick charts, 1-6

creating, 2-10
setting colors, 3-7

Chart class, 2-1
chart orientation

setting, 2-11
charts

area, 1-5, 2-8
axis, 1-2, 2-2, 2-4

bar, 1-3, 2-8
candlestick, 1-6, 2-10
clustered bar, 1-4, 4-5
dynamic, 1-10, 5-25
High-Low-Close, 1-6
horizontal, 2-11
interactive, 1-10, 5-1
line, 1-5, 2-4
multiple-series, 4-2
Open-High-Low-Close, 1-6, 2-10
pie, 1-8, 2-13
sparse series, 4-17
stacked bar, 1-4, 4-5
stock, 1-6, 2-10
subcharts, 4-19
types of, 1-2

class library, 2-1
classes

AreaDesc, 4-4
AxisChart, 2-1
AxisChartInteractive, 2-1, 5-12, 5-13
BarDesc, 3-8, 3-21
Chart, 2-1
hierarchy of, A-1
ImageMapDesc, 5-4
Legend, 2-1, 4-9
NumAxisDesc, 3-16
PieChart, 2-1, 2-14
PieChartInteractive, 2-1, 5-20
PieStyleDesc, 3-9
Quantizer, 2-33
SequencedHyperLinkDesc, 5-5
TimeAxisDesc, 3-13
TimeSeriesFileReader, 2-19, 2-22

clustered bar charts, 1-4, 4-5
colors

area, 4-3
changing in interactive axis charts, 5-13
changing in interactive pie charts, 5-20
legend edges, 4-11
modifying, 3-4
setting for axis charts, 3-4
setting for pie charts, 3-5
setting foreground, 3-3
setting pie slices, 2-17
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setting series, 4-2, 4-5
converting images

24-bit to 8-bit, 2-33, 2-34
createGraphics() method, 2-32, 2-34
currency formats, 3-17, 3-18

in pie chart labels, 4-12, 4-13
customizing X-axis, 3-11
customizing Y-axis, 3-15

D
data

loading, 2-18
from databases, 2-23
from input streams, 2-22
from text files, 2-19

data types
Date, 2-3, 2-18
double, 2-18
java.sql.Date, 2-3, 2-18
java.sql.Timestamp, 2-3, 2-18
java.util.Date, 2-3, 2-18
Number, 2-18
String, 2-3

Date data type, 2-3, 2-18
deleting data, 5-25
deleting series, 5-25

dynamically, 5-36
descriptors

AreaDesc, 4-3, 4-4
axis, 3-2
AxisDesc, 3-4
BarDesc, 3-8, 3-21
graph-type, 3-1
grid, 3-2
ImageMapDesc, 5-3, 5-7, 5-10
LineDesc, 3-2, 5-30
NumAxisDesc, 3-2, 3-16, 3-17
PieSliceDesc, 2-14, 2-16, 2-19
PieStyleDesc, 3-9
SeriesDesc, 5-13
TimeAxisDesc, 3-13
using, 3-1

dimensions of labels, 3-13
disabling labels, 3-13, 3-17

double data type, 2-18
drawBuffer() method, 2-32, 2-34
drop shadows

for bar charts, 3-8
dual-axis charts, 1-7, 4-7
dynamic charts, 1-10, 5-25

adding data incrementally, 5-25, 5-29
adding series, 5-35
building, 5-1
deleting series, 5-36
replacing series, 5-36

E
enableEvents() method, 5-24
enabling Java events, 5-24
enabling sequenced hyperlinks, 5-7, 5-10
error messages, B-1
event handlers

for image maps, 5-2
href, 5-2
mouse-click, 5-2
mouse-out, 5-3
mouse-over, 5-3
onClick, 5-2
onMouseOut, 5-3
onMouseOver, 5-3

events
detecting, 5-12
detecting in elements, 5-12
detecting in slices, 5-20
determining element, 5-13
determining slice, 5-20
element entered, 5-13
element exited, 5-13
for image maps, 5-2
mouse-related, 5-2, 5-12
slice entered, 5-19
slice exited, 5-19

extents, 3-15
specifying, 3-16

exterior point labels, 3-20
extrusion angle

for pie charts, 3-10
extrusion thickness
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for pie charts, 3-10

F
FileInputStream() method, 2-23
fonts

altering, 3-3
footnotes

modifying fonts, 3-3
setting color, 3-3
specifying, 3-3

foreground color
setting, 3-3

formats
of Y-axis, 3-18

formatting Y-axis data, 3-17
frequency-based method

for loading dates, 2-3, 4-16

G
generating image files, 2-29, 2-33
getDates() method, 2-20, 2-22
getFootnote() method, 3-3
getHrefDesc() method, 5-2
getImageMapCS() method, 5-4, 5-7, 5-11
getImageMapSS() method, 5-4
getObservationCount() method, 2-20, 2-22
getObservations() method, 2-20, 2-22
getOnClickDesc() method, 5-2, 5-7
getOnMouseOutDesc() method, 5-3
getOnMouseOverDesc() method, 5-3
getSeriesElementEntered() method, 5-12, 5-13, 5-18
getSeriesElementExited() method, 5-12, 5-13, 5-17
getSeriesIndex() method, 5-12, 5-13
getSeriesIndexDesc() method, 5-12, 5-13, 5-18
getSliceEntered() method, 5-19, 5-20, 5-24
getSliceExited() method, 5-19, 5-24
getSliceIndex() method, 5-19, 5-20, 5-24
getSliceLabelIndex() method, 5-20
getSubtitle() method, 3-2
getTitle() method, 2-7, 2-17, 3-2
GIF files, 2-29

generating, 2-33
graph-type descriptors, 3-1

grid descriptors, 3-2

H
headings

specifying, 3-2
height

of subcharts, 4-19
hierarchy of classes, A-1
highlighting elements

in interactive axis charts, 5-13, 5-18
removing from interactive axis charts, 5-17

highlighting slices
in interactive pie charts, 5-20, 5-24
removing from interactive pie charts, 5-24

High-Low-Close charts, 1-6, 2-10
setting color, 3-7

horizontal bar charts, 1-3, 2-11
href event handler, 5-2
HTML pages

image maps and, 1-10, 5-1
hyperlinks

sequenced, 5-7, 5-10

I
image files

generating, 2-29, 2-33
improving quality, 2-33

image maps, 5-10
and axis charts, 5-8
associating with image, 5-4
attributes of, 5-3, 5-4
creating, 1-10, 5-1
enabling, 5-4, 5-7, 5-10
extension for name, 5-3, 5-5, 5-7, 5-10
name, 5-3, 5-4, 5-5, 5-7, 5-10
prefix for name, 5-3, 5-5, 5-7, 5-10
retrieving, 5-4, 5-7, 5-11
sequence number for name, 5-5

ImageMapDesc class, 5-4
ImageMapDesc descriptor, 5-3, 5-4, 5-7, 5-10

attributes of, 5-4
initializing applets, 5-17
input streams
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reading data from, 2-22
interactive charts, 1-10, 5-1

axis, 5-12
building, 5-1, 5-12
pie, 5-19
with image maps, 5-1

interior labels
in pie charts, 4-12

interior point labels, 3-21
irregular series, 4-15, 4-16

J
Java applets

creating charts with, 1-1
creating dynamic charts with, 5-25
creating interactive charts with, 5-12

Java applications
creating charts with, 1-1, 2-4
creating dynamic charts with, 5-25
creating interactive charts with, 5-12

Java Database Connectivity
See JDBC

Java events
enabling, 5-24

Java servlets
creating charts with, 1-1
creating interactive charts with, 5-12

JavaServer Pages (JSP)
creating charts with, 1-1
creating dynamic charts with, 5-25
creating interactive charts with, 5-12

JDBC
loading data with, 2-23

JPG files, 2-29
generating, 2-33

JSP
see JavaServer Pages (JSP)

L
labels

dates, 2-4
dimensions, 3-13
disabling, 3-13

for bars, 1-3
generating automatically, 2-4
in axis charts, 2-9, 3-11, 3-12, 3-13
in pie charts, 4-11, 4-12
incrementing, 3-16
minimum lines, 3-15
percentages in, 4-12, 4-13
point, 3-20, 3-21
replacing names, 3-12
specifying for X-axis, 3-13
specifying number of, 3-17
strings, 2-4, 2-9
Timestamp, 2-4
values in slices, 4-12, 4-13, 4-14

Legend class, 2-1, 4-9
legends

alignment, 4-11
disabling, 4-11
edge color, 4-11
in axis charts, 4-9
in pie charts, 4-11, 4-12, 4-13, 4-14

library, 2-1
line charts, 1-5

annotated, 1-5
creating, 2-4
with markers, 1-5

line markers, 3-2, 5-30
LineDesc descriptor, 3-2, 5-30
live data, 5-25
loading data, 2-3, 2-18

from databases, 2-23
from input streams, 2-22
from text files, 2-19
into axis charts, 2-3, 2-7
into pie charts, 2-14, 2-16, 2-17, 2-19
into stock charts, 2-10
with JDBC, 2-23

M
map name, 5-4, 5-7, 5-10
markers

for High-Low-Close charts, 2-10
line, 3-2, 5-30

maximum extents, 3-16
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maximum label dimension, 3-13
messages

error, B-1
method, 3-9
minimum extents, 3-16
minimum label dimension, 3-13
mixed graph-type charts, 1-7, 4-6
mixed-frequency charts, 1-7, 4-8
modifying colors, 3-4
monetary formats, 3-17, 3-18
mouseExited() method, 5-17, 5-24
MouseListener interface, 5-13, 5-17, 5-20, 5-24
MouseMotionListener interface, 5-13, 5-17, 5-20, 

5-24
mouseMoved() method, 5-18, 5-24
mousePressed() method, 5-18, 5-24
mouse-related events, 5-12
multiple-series charts, 1-6, 4-1

area, 4-2
clustered bar charts, 4-5
dual-axis, 4-7
line, 4-2
stacked bar charts, 4-5

N
naming charts, 2-7, 2-17
NumAxisDesc class, 3-16
NumAxisDesc descriptor, 3-2, 3-16, 3-17
Number data type, 2-18
number formats

for Y-axis, 3-17, 3-18
in pie chart labels, 4-12

NumberFormat class, 2-18, 3-17, 3-18

O
observation

loading, 2-19
onClick event handler, 5-2, 5-7
onMouseOut event handler, 5-3
onMouseOver event handler, 5-3
Open-High-Low-Close charts, 1-6, 2-10

setting color, 3-7
openInputStream() method, 2-23

orientation
setting, 2-11

P
packages, 2-1

importing, 2-7, 2-16
list of, A-1
oracle.charts, 2-1
oracle.charts.axischart, 2-1, 5-13
oracle.charts.io, 2-19
oracle.charts.legend, 2-1
oracle.charts.piechart, 2-1, 2-14, 5-20
oracle.charts.types, 2-2

perspective distance
for pie charts, 3-10

pie chart objects
creating, 2-17

pie charts, 1-8
creating, 2-13
interactive, 5-19
labels, 4-11, 4-12
legends, 4-11
setting color, 3-5
special effects, 3-9

pie slice actions
invoking, 5-20

PieChart class, 2-1, 2-14
PieChart() constructor, 2-14, 2-17
PieChartInteractive class, 2-1, 5-20
PieChartInteractive constructor, 5-24
PieSliceDesc() descriptor, 2-14, 2-16, 2-19
PieStyleDesc class, 3-9
PieStyleDesc descriptor, 3-9
plot area

border, 3-4
point labels, 1-3

adding, 3-19, 3-20, 3-21
prefix for labels, 3-17

Q
Quantizer class, 2-33
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R
read() method, 2-23
readFile() method, 2-19, 2-22
register chart

with mouse listeners, 5-17, 5-24
removing annotations

from interactive axis charts, 5-12, 5-17
removing highlighting

from interactive axis charts, 5-17
from interactive charts, 5-13
from interactive pie charts, 5-20, 5-24

replacing data, 5-30, 5-34
replacing images

in HTML, 5-7, 5-10
replacing series

dynamically, 5-36
reserving space, 5-29

for timestamps, 5-30, 5-34
rgb24to8() method, 2-33, 2-34

S
separators

for subcharts, 4-20
sequenced hyperlinks, 5-5, 5-7, 5-10

in axis charts, 5-10
in pie charts, 5-5, 5-7

SequencedHyperLinkDesc class, 5-5
series element actions

invoking, 5-13
SeriesDesc descriptor, 5-13
servlets

creating charts with, 1-1
creating interactive charts with, 5-12

setAreaColor() method, 3-7
setAreaTransparency() method, 4-4
setAutoSliceColor() method, 3-5, 3-7
setBackground() method, 2-17, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7
setBarColor() method, 3-7
setBarStyle() method, 3-8
setCandlestickSeries() method, 2-11
setChartAttributes() method, 3-2, 3-4, 5-34
setChartOrientation() method, 2-11
setColor() method, 3-4

for axis labels, 3-7

for grids, 3-7
setDeleteAllXYSeries() method, 5-36
setDeleteAllYSeries() method, 5-36
setDeleteYSeries() method, 5-36
setDeriveLabelPct() method, 4-12
setDeriveLabelVal() method, 4-12, 4-13
setDrawLabelOff() method, 3-13
setEdgeColor() method, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6
setEnable() method, 5-7, 5-10
setEnableImageMapCS() method, 5-4, 5-7, 5-10
setEnableImageMapSS() method, 5-4
setExtent() method, 3-16
setExtentMax() method, 3-16
setExtentMin() method, 3-16
setExtrusionAngle() method, 3-10
setExtrusionThickness() method, 3-10
setFixedHref() method, 5-7, 5-10
setFont() method, 3-3
setForeground() method, 3-3, 3-7
setHiLoCloseSeries() method, 2-10
setHyperLinkExtension() method, 5-5, 5-7, 5-10
setHyperLinkName() method, 5-5
setHyperLinkPrefix() method, 5-5, 5-7, 5-10
setHyperLinkStartIndex() method, 5-5
setLabelColor() method, 3-7
setLabelIncrement() method, 3-16
setLabelInteriorPct() method, 4-13
setLabelInteriorVal() method, 4-12, 4-14
setLegendAlignment() method, 4-9, 4-11
setLegendDisable() method, 4-11
setLegendEdgeColor() method., 4-11
setLegendInside() method, 4-9
setLineColor() method, 3-7
setMapName() method, 5-4, 5-7, 5-10
setMarkerColor() method, 3-7
setMaxDimension() method, 3-13
setMinDimension() method, 3-13
setMinLabelingLines() method, 3-15
setNumberFormat() method, 3-17, 3-18
setNumLabels() method, 3-17
setOpenHiLoCloseSeries() method, 2-10
setPerspectiveDistance() method, 3-10
setPlotBackground() method, 3-4, 3-7
setPlotEdgeColor() method, 3-4, 3-7
setPointLabelsInterior() method, 3-21
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setPrefix() method, 3-17
setRealBodyColorDown() method, 3-7
setRealBodyColorUp() method, 3-7
setReplacementImageName() method, 5-7, 5-10
setSeries() method, 2-14, 2-17, 2-19
setSeriesAnnotation() method, 5-12, 5-18
setSeriesAnnotationRemove() method, 5-12, 5-17
setSeriesAnnotations() method, 3-19
setSeriesColor() method, 3-4, 3-7, 4-2, 4-5
setSeriesGraphic() method, 3-1, 4-3
setSeriesGraphType() method, 2-4, 4-5, 4-6

for area charts, 2-8
for bar charts, 2-8, 2-12

setSeriesHighlight() method, 5-13, 5-18
setSeriesPointLabels() method, 3-20, 3-21
setSeriesUnHighlight() method, 5-13, 5-17
setShadowColor() method, 3-7
setSize() method, 2-3, 2-7, 2-14, 2-17
setSliceHighlight() method, 5-20, 5-24
setSliceLabelHighlight() method, 5-20
setSliceLabelUnHighlight() method, 5-20
setSliceUnHighlight() method, 5-20, 5-24
setStyleType(), 3-9
setSubChart() method, 4-19
setSubchartHeightFraction() method, 4-19
setSubChartSeparatorHeight() method, 4-20
setSuffix() method, 3-18
setText() method, 3-2, 3-3
setUserXLabel() method, 3-12
setXSeries() method, 2-3, 2-4, 2-7, 2-18

frequency-based, 2-3, 4-16
in horizontal charts, 2-11, 2-19

setXSeriesAppend() method, 5-26, 5-30, 5-34
setXSeriesReserve() method, 5-26, 5-29, 5-30, 5-34
setXSeriesShift() method, 5-30, 5-34
setYAxisLabelsOff() method, 3-17
setYSeries() method, 2-3, 2-4, 2-7, 2-18, 5-26

adding dynamically, 5-35
for multiple-series, 4-2
in horizontal charts, 2-12, 2-19
with dynamic charts, 5-26, 5-29, 5-30, 5-34

setYSeriesAppend() method, 5-26, 5-29, 5-30, 5-34, 
5-35

setYSeriesAxis2() method, 4-7
setYSeriesSparse() method, 4-17

shadow
in candlestick charts, 2-10

setting color, 3-7
shadows

drop, 3-8
size of charts

setting for axis charts, 2-3, 2-7
setting for pie charts, 2-14, 2-17

sparse series charts, 4-17
special effects, 3-8

bar charts and, 3-8
pie charts and, 3-9

stacked bar charts, 1-4, 4-5
stock charts, 1-6

creating, 2-10
subcharts, 1-8

creating, 4-19
loading data into, 4-19
separators, 4-20

subtitles
setting color, 3-3
specifying, 3-2

suffix
for labels, 3-18

T
text files

loading data from, 2-19
thickness

extrusion, 3-10
time axis

customizing, 3-11
TimeAxisDesc class, 3-13
TimeAxisDesc constructor, 5-34
TimeAxisDesc descriptor, 3-13
TimeSeriesFileReader class, 2-19, 2-22
TimeSeriesFileReader() constructor, 2-22
Timestamp data type, 2-3, 2-18
timestamps

missing at end of chart, 4-16
mixed frequencies, 4-8
not matched to data values, 4-15, 4-17

titles of charts
modifying fonts, 3-3
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setting, 2-7, 2-17
setting color, 3-3
specifying, 3-2

transparency, 4-4
transparent areas, 4-4

V
vanishing point

perspective, 3-10

W
WBMP files, 2-29

generating, 2-33
wireless bitmap files (WBMP), 2-29

X
X-axis, 1-2, 2-2

automatic labeling, 2-4
customizing, 3-11
disabling labels, 3-13
loading data, 2-4, 2-18
replacing label names, 3-12
specifying labels, 3-13

Y
Y-axis, 1-2, 2-2

customizing, 3-15
disabling labels, 3-17
loading data, 2-4, 2-18
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